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•
10 (ANTS PER WEEK
OCEAN TO OCEAN
WILL BE LINKED
Rockefeller Standard Oil Sys-
tern Projected
Single Hiatus Between Detroit and
Chicago Will Be Filled in Short
Time.
ONLY ONE LINE IS LONGER.
Washington, D. C., June 22.—
With only a gap from Toledo or De-
troit. to Chicago to be filled, the
Standard Oil compau? has completed
Its plan of securing a transcontinen-
tal line that will extend from ocean
to ocean and be the longest stret•it
of railroad in the world, with the *II-
gle exceptien of the Siberian rallatay.
Various lines constitute the Standeed
control, and if the announeementerif
H. il. liodgers Is verified the s4ngle
hiatus in the system between Detroit
and Chicago, will be bridged before
many more days have passed.
The proposed transcontinental sys-
tem will make the Rockefeller coterie
as absolutely dominant in the rail-
road thsa.nelal quarters as erey now
are in the oil 'melee-ye
The new system will be composed
of the following roads, whkh will, ac-
cording to statements made In Wash-
ington on the highest authority.
soon be welded together into a trans-
continental system:
The Virginia railway (commonly
hoown as the Tidewater and Deep-.
water), from Norfolk, Va., into West
Virginia, and soon to be connected
with the river.
The Detroit, Toledo and Ironton,
extending from Ironton, Ohio, on the
Ohio river, north and west across
Ohio and Miehigan
The Chicago, Milwaukee and St.
Paul. from Chicago and Milwaukee
west to the Pacific coast.
The system, wheu completed, will
have a main line mileage of ab0Ut
70,0 miles from ocean to ocean.
RETURNS TO GET DIVORCE
4:410 ARRESYPER ALSO
---
Abe Thompson, formerly a driver
Of a tea and coffee delivery wagon, Is
held under bond of $300, charged
with enticing and aiding a female un-
der 21 years of age to enter a house
of ill-fame. Thompson married Miss
Hessie Heath in 1903 and after one
year she filed a divorce suit, alleging
nonsupport. Thompson was accused
of being In a house on the north side
with Rosa Dounoy, aged 16 years,
daughter of Maggie Dounoy. The
woman who ran the house was fined
11.40 and costs in the police court and
Thompson went to Memphis. Today
he returned and filed suit for di-
vorce against ha wife, alleging
abandonment, but was arrested by
Patrolman Ernest Hill.
SOMEBODY THROWS GLASS
TO PUNCTURE AUTO TIRES.
The' 'automobile clan Is preparing
to do a little detective work to leant
the ideneity of persons, who have
been breaking glass on streets. Mir-
es( the past week many broken bot-
tles and window glass have been
strewn about the streets in all parts
of the city, but etarticularly on the
streets most frequented by automo-
biles. While it is not charged open-
ty that glass is broken to punctAire
tires, It is generally understood that
this is the purpose of those reepansi-
ble for the presence of the glass. A
city ordinance makes it a miede
meaner to throw glass on the etreeta,
and it Is more than likely that into-
niobiliats will proseeute vigorously
any pet-eon found guilty of the act.
Boys Wag Church Bell.
Loud and clamorous ringing of
the Grace Episcopal church bell,
startled residents In that portion of
the cut) last night about 9 o'clock
Boys had gotten into the church and
were amusing themselves again. This
is one of the many times the bell has
been ruing by mischievous boys, and
the pollee have been instructed to
keep a lookout and catch them if
possible.
Nary Owen Rodfus.
Harry Owen 'tedium. the S-year-
old of Mr. wad Mrs. Charles D.
Boothia, died of colitis last night at
7 o'clock at has father's residence.
Third street and Kentucky avenue.
The boy was a bright little fellow,
whose death will be received with
'general regret by nun-lore-eta friends.
The funeral will be held at 4 o'clock
this afternoon. The burial will he in
Oak Grove cemetery.
Child Hunted With Starch.
'Little Miss Corena Morgan. the
thee-year-old daughter of- Mr. and
Mrs. Roy Morgan, 1106 Clay street.
ivaai=hr the face thia morning
• luttrelkrii f-r;MTI-
pan her mother was taming. De .1
W. 'Petioles,' was called and dressed





Partly cloudy with prebably local
thunder showers tonight or Sunday.
Continued warm. Highest tempera-
ture yesterday, 92; lowest today, HS.
DON'T LIKE MOB.
San Francisco,, June 22.—
General Frederick Funstott, in
conunand of the depnrent•nt of,
I California, has informed the
Fourth of July celebration com-
mittee that he is opposed to
haying bis troops parade
thcough the streets of San Fran-
cisco to be "laughed at, jeered
at, slid insulted by an unwhip-
ped mob."
HAMMOND INSANE.
Nene York, June =.--Joectes
Bartlett H tend, president of
the Hammond Typewriter coin-
fumy, is pronounced by
jury. His estate, consisting main-
ly in the stock of the Hanimond
company, is valued at $800,000.
 — - —
LAND FRAUDS.
Tacoma, June 22.—The goys
ernment has filed suit Ia the
'United States; circuit court here
against the leading offirials, who
It is alleged. are in conspiracy
with two railroad companies in




Paris, June 22.--Several per-
teens were killed and dozens in-
jured as the result ee a revelry
and infantry charge into a mob
of rioters in the streets of Lis-
bon, a Vorditig tee a de:patch, re-
ceived today. The outbreak is
%aid to be the result of popular
hatred of the Premier of
France's policy, instituted in
Portugal.
RIO GRANDE FLOOD.
Albuquerque, N. M., JUlle 22.
—The Rio Grande, swollen by
rain, has passed the danger
stage along the aelk•y south of
this city. 11.1111 L11011,4141Ids of deca-
litre worth of damage was done.
Genulahara, a small hamlet, is rt,
port ed entirely washed away and
the people homeless. A large
force is at work at different
points Along the river building
JUST WALKING.
Wilmington, Del.. June 22.—
Because Frank Alhaaki was
seen walking with Mrs. Poore,
and Mrs. Nicholas Katarina last
night the lettere husband stab-
bed Alltaski. Then Poore erne:or-
iel on the *WPM., Alit Hi his wife
ami committed suicide. Mrs.
Poore was fatally wounded.
HAYWOOD CASE.
Boise, June 22.—The (Is-ft-flee
of William D. Haywood will he
opened NI lay iiiii ruing, when
Attorney Darrah will make a
statement for the driPitsC. Over
OW witnesses have been called,
moat of their testinemy will be





Mita ; corn, 50 ii; oats, $7t5,
$100,000 FIRE.
Lowell, MASS., June 22.—
The loss is estimated at $100.-
0041 caused by a tire today,
which is not yet under control.
The Methodist chureh was
among the buildings delaroyed.
TEXAS STORNI.
Kingston, Tev., June 22.—A
cyclone in this vicinity did
great damage last night. Five
persons were injured, • fatally
HHIrl 111H133 houses were blown
damn or unroofed. Two ellen
were killed by lightning near
Galesville is ml a w ))))) near
Ballinger.
MIlT1N Et; ID4 Ere RN.
Adge. Frame, June 22.— The
mutinous Seventeenth infantry,
which dem•rted here ye-ate-May,
marched tee Healers and refereed
this  ming on a cepet-lal train.
Two tamale% acid - the colonel
Ivied respectfully, and falling
into lines plated themaelvea an-
der the old centers and tenrelted
beck to quarters.
DetectiVe Moore Brings
Letcher Back to Paducah




HIS TRUNK IS ATTACHED
After a hard fight in which the at-
torney general and governor of tits
state of Tennessee figured promi-
nently, Detective T. J. Moore arrived
in Paducah at 1:25 o'clock this
morning from Memphis with T. N.
Letcher, who is charged with con-
verting money and property to his
own use. The treatment of Detective
Moore by ()Metals at Memphis was
bad, he states. But for the immediate
action of Detective Moore, Letcher
might have escaped into another
state. At the city hall after Letcher
had been presented and all three
charges continued, Detective Moore
related his experiences.
"It was a raw deal I got from the
cirouit court, but I won out in the
end." he eioPlained. "Supplied with a
warrant front Paducah for the arrest
of Letcher. I arrived in Memphis
yesterday. The police bad done their
part, arresting the fugitive, but
when the hearing on the writ of ha-
beas corpus came up before Circuit
Judge J. W. Palmer, D. A. Frazier
was representing the prisoner. I se-
cured the attorney general of the
state and he clearly ouklined the
case, showing that Letcher was want-
ed in Paducah and producing the
warrant.
"'That warrant is not worth the
paper it is written on outside the
city limits of Paducah' Judge Pal-
mer declared, and when Frazier
arose to argue his point, Judge Pal-
mer faved him aside with 'I don't
want to hear anything from you, be-
cause there is not the least scintilla
of evidence to show that we can le-
gally hold this man', and with that
he ordered Letcher discharged.
"I was In company with a Mem-
phis detective, and held another war-
rant with an affidavit I had made
stating ,that Letcher was wanted In
Paducah. I instructed the Tennessee
detective to arrest ',etcher. What do
you think occurred then?
" 'If you two men arrest this matt
again I will arrest you for contempt
of court', declared Judge Palmer, and
we were powerless to do anything.
Realizing 'that Letcher would be
gone if immediate action WHS not ta-
ken. I rushed to the telephone and
called up Governor Patterson over
the long distance telephone. I out-
lined briefly the case, and he as
quickly wired instructions to arrest
mid hold Letcher until the requisi-
tion papers, Which he had just signed
and mailed to Memphis, arrived.
"Well, we arrested ',etcher as
soon as the telegram was received,
and on the late afternoon train the
requisition arrived. We then parade .I
Mr. Letcher before Judge Palmer and
told what we had done."
Letcher's trunk was brought back
with him and was attached this merit-
ing by the Roy L. Culley and It.
Wyllie firms. It is being held in
Magistree C. W. Emery's court pend-
ing teak.
',etcher was formeey manager of
the level branch of the National
Credit company and is said to have
secured 249 worth of clothes from
Roy L. Culley, representing himself
as manager of the company when in
reality. he had resigned. He also is
charged with taking a check , from
Lola White and cashing it, keeping





of a cab line, ttoday filed suit in
circuit court by Attorneys Brad-
shaw & Bradshaw against the
Palmer Transfer company ask-
ing for an order restraining
the defendant fr  interft•ring
in any way with Anderson and
him ('Si) service at the Union pas-
senger station. It is a suit
which will test the validity of
the railroad's contract with the
Palmer Transfer c puny by
which a certain space is set
aside at the station exclusively
for the Palmer cabs. Attorneys
for Anderson claim that it is
directly against railroad laws to
Set apart such apiece.
BANK CLEARINGS
MAKE RECORD JUMP
Over Two Hundred Thousand
Dollars Increase in BlISifit'SSI
Over Corresponding Week
Last Year
THE GREAT TOBACtY) BUSINESS.
Bank clearings .. ...$8615,107
Same week last )ear.. 002,435
lacrease  202,702
For a backward spring, and sum-
mer, the bank clearings for the last
three- weeks have made a fine show-
ing over last year, and indicate what
would have been if conditions had
been normal. June Is keeping up in a
way that ought to at least shoe the
first half of the yew. in spite of the
depressive. -as good as 'the' corres-
ponding period of 1906. Retail and
wholetale trades show little change
for the better. A generally depressed
business world has been held up by
a strong tobacco market, and by the
impulse of prosperity received from
1906.
Wheat will be harvested around Pa-
ducah within a few weeks. It has
done better than expected and the
farmers will have money to spend.
Corn is backward and farm preteucta
generally will show a falling off this
year but an unfavorable season as
widely extended in area as this one,
does not seem to be able to put a
lid on the industrial world.
Mrs. iiabrielle Wootan.
Mrs. Gabriella Wooten, 68 years
old, died of a complication of diseases
yesterday afternoon at her home,
140-3 Burnett street, after a lingering
illness. She was born in Teneeseep
but had -resided in Padueah for the
last 15 years. She was well known
and generaly popular among her
many friends, and was a member of
the Baptist church. She is surtived
by her husband, Mr. .1. W. Wootati,
the well known blacksmith, and two
sons, Meows John and Spencer Woo-
ten., mechanics of this city. The
funeral was held this morning at 10
o'clock at the rectidence. The barite'
was in Oak Grove cemetery.
Hail Beats Down Crops.
A severe hail storm beat down
growing crops in a strip nearly a
mile through Massac county back ofdiamond ring from her and refusingiBrookport. At McCormick great deno-te return its age was done.— _ 
San Francisco Newspapers
HaVe No Telegraph Metes
San Francisco, June 22.—Thu'
strike of telegraphers has paralyzetil
the bust-new of the Western Union
comically in San Francisco and Oak-
land Newspapers this morning were
practically without special dispatches
telephones carrying most of the
business to points along the coast.
The Petal company operated with
SUMMER SOLSTICE
IS REACHED TODAY
Summer has its longest day today.
the sun reaching the point fartherest
north on Stine 22,, and will begin Its
southerly course tomorrow. Today
is the summet solstice and for some
rq.140...Nigkaft VgilizaktAbIttlikkk,t9..lin41 41-
timers It 'Ia. six hours late this year.
The weather Is hot with a prospect
lot 'growing hotter, relieved, ho
Illy occasional thunder showers.
bbibi I I uric- of
Nothing to Say...
New York, June 22.-- uty
President Konenkemp, of the eke
grapherte union, in charge of New
York headquarters, declined today to
comment on the San Francisco
strike. Ile will refrain from teeing
anything farther until President
Small, now in San Pram-Iwo, has ex-




Cahght in Possession of Brass
From Residence
Stripped Vacant HOUSe of Metal and
Took Knuckee Fenn Prospective
('ustonwe
TWO CHARGES AGAINST ONE.
Charged with housebreaking, Ed-
gar Holland and John Nicholson,
boys about 16 years of age, were ar-
rested this morning at Ninth and
Harrison streets by Detective T. .1
Moore. A search revealed a miscel-
laneous supply of articles on their
persons, developing in addition a
second charge against Hellausi of
carrying concealed a deadly weapon,
and a third charge of petit larceny.
The original felony is unique.
A residence at 319 Monroe street
owned by Mrs. M. K. Scott, is vacant,
and when the boys were seen to come
out of it this morning, suspicion was
aroused. All investigation developed
that they had broken into the house
front the rear, knocked off brava and
copper door knobs, unscrewed fau-
cets from the kitchen sink and from
the bath and toilet rooms. They
made a clean sweep of t•verythiug in
brass and copper fixtures.
Detective Moore immediately noti-
fied all junk dealers to watch out for
anyone selling brass and copper
junk, and at 8 o'clock the boys show-
ed up at the Kentucky Steel and Iron
company, Muth and Hareem streets,
operated by Julius Tick. Detective
Moore arrived in time to catch the
youngsters with the goods on them.
They protested their innocence. and
when the city hail was reached and a
search made two-pound iron knucks
were found on the Holland boy. It
was identified as one belonging to
Mr. Tick and was evidently "lifted"
while the boys prepared to sell junk
taken from the Scott residence. When
Nicholson was searched a big hatchet
and a screw driver were found inside
his coat lining. The formal charge
of housebreaking was entered against
them and in addition the Holland boy
may be prosee-uted for stealing the
iron knucks and for carrying con-
cealed a deadly weapon.
Edgar Holland Is a brother of
Herbert Holland, now lit the state
reformatory. The Nicholson boy is
the eon of an insurance writer of 513
North Sixth street. The Holland boy
is the son of a widow residing at
925 North Eighth street.
• For several weees thieves have
been entering vacant houses and
stealing brass and copper fixtdres,
and it is thought the two boys are re-
sponsible for the greater part of the
thefts.
JUDGE J. M. FISHER
DIED AT I O'CLOCK
Jantes M. Fisher, 34) years old,
liorti and reared in Marshall county,
died this afternoon at his home
in Benton after a lingering 14Inceas
He bevatne Ill during the winter and
complinceons set in. his condition
growing rapidly worse this week un-
til! death 'relieved his sufferings. He
was a. man of mild' prominence in
Marshall county. When a young
man he was elected county school
superintendent and later served as
county attorney and then county
Jude. He was active la politic* and
a strong party worker. He was a
member of the First Christian church
and the lodges of Woodmen of the
World and Mason's and Odd Fellows.
He leaves; his wife and the following
children: Mestere Reese and John
Fisher, Mrs. (71Int Hellions' and Mies
Georgia Fisher, of Benton. His fath-
er. Mr. John Fisher, and brother,
Mr. John Fisher, Jr., survice him.
He was the brother-in-law of Mr.
elobert Ele)', the Paducah dry goods
merchant.
The funeral will be tomorrow at-
term-ion at 2 o'clock. The burial will
be one mile from Benton.
Shaw Buy. Stock.
Benton. Ky., June 22. (Speelal.),—
The stock of the Benton Mercantille
company, bankrupt. was bought In
today by E. A. Shaw.
TOBACCO REPORT.
BraVe Captain of Toteboat
SaVesCretv--StoimsAshore
eltECTS FOUL PLAY.
Captain Smith, of the towboat.
Nellie, returned to Paducah to-
day and stated that he suspected
that a roustabout, who was dis-
charged yesterday, returned dur-
ing the night and scuttled the
boat in *cute manner. This fact
will be disclosed when the beat
be raised. There is lie Other
theory-. The engineer, whose
arra was amputated this morning
about 7 o'clock, was brought to
Paducah in _the Mattielifinger




More is Expected Next Year
to Warrant Even Stronger
Program—Would Like to
Sell Thousand Tickets
WOM1Vii CLUB MENU FEATURE.
Tickets for next year's Chautauqua
were sold in the fine audience that
faced Senator Cannack last night,
and front the start that has been
made a better Chautauqua is assured
for next year. The management
would like to see 1,000 tickets sold.
which would justify him in engaging
a high order of talent. From present
indications, the financial statement
of this year's Chautauqua will just
about equal that of last year. Sena-
tor Carmack made Friday the biggest
day the Chautauqua has had this
season the gate receipts horn tickets
sold on the grounds running over
$10.0.
While the Woman's club lunch
tent will be a financial success, all
material having been given, this
feature did not make the showing
that was expected. Several hundred
dollars will be made on the lunch
tent and, though it has been hard
work for. the various women who
have given their services, they feel
amply repaid. Saturday, usually a
dull day in the Chautauqua, found
the lunch tent with one of the finest
menu cards that has bon displayed
It, the season. •Many will go out to-
night to take lunch and attend the
last number of the ten days' program
excepting the various numbers for
Sunday.
The Wesleyan male quartet has,
been retained for Sunday and they
will sing both in the afternoon and
evening. "The Parliament of Man"
will be the Rev. W. H. Fineschribees
subject Sunday afternoon at 2:30
o'clock, followed by tee Chautauqua
Concert company and the quartet. In
the evening the Rev. J. R. Henry will
lead the vesper services at 7 o'clock
end another concert will follow at
7:3e o'clock.
In oriental 'costume. V. E. Baksh,
will lecture Sunday evening on "The
kteligions of India." Mr. Weal iv
lecturing before an audience this af-
ternoon at the Chautauqua on the
customs and people of India. A ster-
eopticon lecture tonight by Mr. Shaw,
the Chautauqua manager, will -Mose
the week's Program,
...Miss Ilemenway had the last drill,
(dale Boys' and Girls club this morn-
ing and this afternoon at 4 o'clock
they will give an entertainment be-
fore the Chic-eta-mem Mt. -Blesed'a
lecture on nature study —at 10:30
o'clock this morning was his last
number and his lase impression will
make him a favorite If he returns
next year.
Following Is the weekly inhere° re-
port compiled in hogsheads by, Ind
specter Ed R. Miller:
• George Starr Better. • Reeelpte week 
"George Start" the fine here of Year
Dr. Ed Earley, is Intgrovlas from the
Injuries scweained a short time ago,
a isitt-h• aide to- rsew[at.-thlp heir
m.fIng of the Matinee club. He Is
a good holes and gave "Harry A" a Pr. "1455  
bard struggle to win at the Stitt gal" 1 k
meeting of the Club., iirear
PIENTENtl: COMMUTED.
Washington. June 22.—The
sentence- of W. W. Ler, Ow
Nashville bank clerk, 'sentenced
to five yenra for embezzling,
was commuted by the presideat.
Offerings week 
Year 
Urine .? • • • • • 111 • • i









Allow No Prize Fights.
Mayor Yeiser says hi. will stand
for no prize fights or hexing bouts
in Padueah, and issued instructions
to Chief of Police James Cillins to
arrest the principals anti every spec-
tator if a bout Is pulled off in the
city limits. ilo issued these in-
structions when a license was taken
out for a wrestling match.
"Nellie," of Metropolis, Sinks
in Clark's River at Three
O'clock This Morning and




heroism of the rarest sort was
shown by Captain J. B. Smith, of the
towboat Nellie when that boat emelt
!ids morning at 3 o'clo(-k at the Ben
1.'rank mill on Clark's river, with
lour white men and one white woman
ou heard, and sever:it roustabouts.
Through Captain Smith's heroiern,
the whole crew escaped; but Isaac.
liamkins, the engineer of the bout,
living in Metropolis, had his right
arm so badly crushed while swim-
itilng from the boat to the bank, that
It had to be amputated this morn-
ing at 8:31) o'clock by Drs. C. H.
Brothers and J. D. Robertson, who
rushed to the scene of the disaster.
When the whole crew had escaped
in safety, Captain Smith had to
throw himself from the nearly soh-
merged boat and swim to the bank.
The members of the crew were:
Captain J. B. Smith, 1740 Harri-
son street.
Mary McIntyre, steward, Metrop-
olis.
Isaac Hawkins, engineer, Metrop-
olis.
John Farrell, deck hand. Metrop-
olis.
Jim Haden, deck hand, Metropolis.
A half dozen colored roustabouts.
Captain Awakened.
Awakened by a vague intuition
that something was wrong. Captain
Smith sprang from his berth on the
towboat Nellie at 3 o'clock this morn
lug, to lied that the boat was rapidly
filling with water, and that enough
already had been taken aboard to
make the escape of the crew and
himself a matter of probability.
Without attempting to find the
bonne of the danger, or taking the
time to dress, he aroused the crew
by shouting and jerking them out of
their berths. Drowsy from a hard
day's work in the lumber camps, the
crew were not readily brought to a
state of consciousnese, hut vigorous
action soon showed them their den--
ger, and they ignored personal prop-
erty. and the boat to make their eft-
cape.
This was not difficult for those
first awakened, and the white crew
with Mies McIntyre, the stewardees,
managed to jump to a barge nearby.
The rousters next were muted out
by Captain Smith, who saw that his
own chances of escape momeutarily
were growing slighter.
In his- anxiety- to get to the barge
anti to safety, Isaac Hawkins, the
engineer, fell between the barge and
the towboat, and a sudden...lunge of
the sinking boat, threw that boat
with frightful force against his right
arm and the barge It was cruated
to a pulp. Assisted by the crew, he
was pulled up on the barge.
Having seen all the crew to safety
Captain $mith had no time to con-
sider the best method of reaching
safety hiinself, and as the space be-
tweet the towboat and the barge had
wideued as the boat sank. he threw
himself overheard into the deepest
river in this section of the United
States, and swam to the bank. The
excitement of aiding the crew to es-
cape, with the phylical exertion it
bad requ I red to accompIt,lish  com-
pletely exhausted Captain Smith. and
he lay on the bank watching the boat
go under until only the top of the
pilot house could be teen.
May Save Boat.
Tied as It was to the barge near
the hank, the river was only 241 teat
Paris District Nleeting.
Benton, Ky., June 22. (Speciall--
The Itaris district meeting of the
Memphis, conference. M E. church.
South, (erne to an end today. Bellhop
E. R. Hendin, of Kansas City, pre-
sided.
Murray Beata Mayfield,
Murray, Ky., June 22 (Special)
—The undefeated Murray baseball
team defeated the Mayfield team
yesterday by the wore of 19 to 7,
and again this morning S to 2.
1.441.1e Ins* Child,„
Merrily, hut to' 22 --(Special)
The two-year-old daughter of Mr.
Ethen Irvan died last night at their
bonne In Murray. and will be burled
tomorrow.
(t;ontinuea on page font.)
Secures Aunt her l'ont reel .
Contractor George Weikel return-
ed today from Chicago, where he has
been on a business trip. While there
he settled up with the American
Snuff company for work completed
and secured the contract for the
erection of a private electric lighting
house for the same firm, the cost of
conteruction to h.• .$15,090.
MEMPHIS CHARTER
BILL KNOCKED OUT
. Jackson, Tenn.. June 22.—The an.
prattle court today handed 'down a
decision, dmlartng..the I•Sw .1111.2ipairt
charter bill unconstitntkmal. Tboto lk
old administratien. recently oIIa.,
will return to power. The relit!









FRATERNITY BUI EDI N(.
TELEPHONES 83.5.
$2.5S). New house on 4u foot lot,
Mechanicsburg, sear big fills, rents
for $60 per year or 20 per cent gross,
If you have $250 to invest this is a
good place for it.
$2,500, 2-story Garoom house,
north end comer 19th street, Goebel
'venue and Tennessee street, two 40
foot lots, corner lot vacant, woteld
make fine place for wagon yard,
fruit and candy store. End of 19th
street car line.
$2,0100. e room 11/2-story house,
No. 424 South Ninth street, 40 foot
lot, house in good condition, $5e0
cas, balance monthly.
$1,250. $2410 cash, balance $15
per month, No, 1745 Harrison street,
50 foot.lot, 3 rooms.
$1,0*50. Vele cash balance monthly
No. 1747 Harrison, 50 foot lot.
$1,540 No. 1222 North 13th, 4
rooms, hall and porch. Half cash.
$7041, 9-room house, South Fifth
street opposite old city hospital, lot
rants through to Sciiuth Fourth street
$100 cash, balance easy.
$1,550, No. 1126 Trimble street,
4-room house, 40 foot lot, good
neighbors. Half cash. Good home
bargain
--
$625. Ssi) foot lot, north side of
Boyd street. nearly across the street
from the Trimble street church, $50
cash, balance 4 years.
$2,500. Two-story, 6-room house,
two lots, north end corner Nineteenth
street and Goebel avenue and Ten-
nessee street end of Nineteenth street
car line. Good business stand,
wagon yard or store.
$1,2S.1.0-$300 cash, buys 4 acres of
land In Mechanicsburg between Scare'
store and Yeiser avenue. Would
make a fine market garden or dairy
farm. No buildings. Would make
25 lots and the buyer would use it
three years and then easily double
his money.
$100 and upward. Land lein
notes that will pay 10 per cent net
and upwards. Good and absolutely
safe investment.
$2,000. No 402 . South Tenth
street, 6 room's, 501165 feet, $250
cash, balance $25 per month.
$S50. 501165 foot lot, north !ride
of Monroe street between Fountain
avenue and 16th street. Shade trees.
Half cash.
$450. Hays avenue 3-room house
Non 60.5, 4'd foot lot. Half cash.
$625. Boyd street 541 foot lot
north side nearly opposite Trimble
street church, $5/0 cash, balance $10
per month.
We. We have land lien notes in
sums of $100 and upward that we
can sell so they net H1 per cent.
There is nothing better or safer than
these They are taken in trade and
are absolutely safe. Wo guarantee
them.
$500. A 10 horse power Ford
automobile taken in exchange for
real estate or would give somebody
a big bargain for cash.
$250. Easy payment lots on the
North Side Addition just west of Oak
Grove, $10 cash, balance $1 per
month. Good way to save money
whether you need a lot or not. Cor-
ner lots $3t10 each. No interest if
payments are made when due.
- -
$60.0. Seven Mechanicsburg 40
foot lots, $50 cash and $10 per month
buys all of them. You can by accept-
ing this proposition be buying seven
lots for only $1.0 per month. No
trouble to says up $10 per month
*ad own these lots.
$2(00. Acre of ground between
}link!cattle road and Jefferson
street. Half cash.
$850. Jefferson street lot, North
• Side, between 13th and 14th streets.
40 foot, .Only lot at the price on
Jeferson street east of Fountain
SAW de.
$350. Mayfield road 40 toot lots
-Just west of Metter Addition. Fine
Iota, 10 minutes from I. C. shops
and new car line; $25 rash, balance
816 per month. Lots In same addl-
Ur little off the • Mayfield road
Mgt $15.0 to $250 each.
.1 ' •
litesepray, No. 2402, $2,500, $1000
taut, bettore easy. li-room house;
fine condition, 2 porches. hall, good
itollisar Weer irretwertir- -tor-tart




Matinee Club Meet Best Pre-
sented in Paducah
Fierce Contests and Weil Ordered
Evente Keep p Interest in
(iristel stand.
WINNEILS OF THE RACES
THE WINNERS.
Class C pace, •(us own-
ed and driven by Ti as Stahl.
t 'lass trot, "Ella Mack",
owned and driven by Ben T.
Frank.
SPcvial trot, "Anita", Owned
a nd driven by J. F. Friteinum.
class B pace, "Meth- W",
owned and driven by ('. H.
Harris.
one m dile asii, "Lady Foster",
owned by Zach Bryant, ridden by
Mose Ink.
One tnile trot, "Harry A",
owned and driven by Ben T.
Frank.
---
Although the track was heavy front
the steady downpour for a halt hour
preceding the starting of the races,
the Matinee club meet at the fair
grounds yesterday was attended by
more than 500 spectators, and great
interest was taken in every event.
After the races were started, events
succeeded with dispatch. Good time
was made considering the condition
of the track. Beginning after 3
o'clock the races continued until
5:10, remarkable time for the live
big events.
Class C Pace.
Starter's-Sunny Jim, owned and
driven by Tom Settle; Red Rock,
owned and driven by C. L. Van Me-
ter, and Gus B, owned and driven by
Tom Stahk
Find Heat.
Starters off In a bunch with Gus B
the pole. Sunny Jim broke on the
first turn, but recovered and made a
remarkable burst of speed which
would. have resulted In hie first place,
but for a break on tpe stretch. They
finished, Gus B, Sunny Jim and Red
Rock. Time, 1:19.
Second Heat.
Starters off well bunched, but
Sunny Jim broke again on the first
turn. Making a steady climb he took
second place from Red Rock but
broke again and Red Rock finished
second behind Gus B. Time, 1:21.
Clans C Trot.
Starters-Judge Burton, owned
and driven by Wynn, Tully; Ella
Mack, owned and driven by Ben T.
Frank.
First Heat.
Starters off well bunched. Ella
Mack sett:ed down to a steady clip
and figlahed first with ease. Time,
1:17 1-4.
Second Heat.
Starters off together. Ella Mack'
again takes lead on first turn,. but
Judge Burton shows remarkable
speed and steadily climbs, eating up
two lengths by the time the quarter
is reached, but breaking on the
stretch and Ella Mack finishes first
with ease. Time, 1:17 1-2.
Choke B reef..
Starters--Rozie W, owned and
driven by C. H. Harris; Brook 14111,
owned and driven by A. S. Thomp-
son; Sam Pach, owned and driven by
Tom Settle; Dick S, owned by,W. S.
Smith, driven by T. C. Leech. •
In this race Sam Patch and Dick
S. were withdrawn after the second
heat.
First Heat. •
Starters off In a hunch with Brook
Hill the po:e. Diek S broke on the
first turn. Brook Hill broke before
the first quarter and Sam Patch push",
ed him hard. Reale W, from the far
rear, worked past Dick S In great
style, finishing third. They finished.
Brook III], Sam Patch, Bozic NV and
Dick S. Time. 1:1S 1-2.
f4econd Heat.
Brook 11111, Sam Patch and Bottle
W started In line with Dick S in the
rear, Brook Hill with the pole. Dick
S broke, and Roxie W, with a bril-
liant burst of speed, passed the lead-
ers on the quarter, finishing first by
a length or two, Sam Patch and
Brook Hill came, tearing down the
stretch neck and neck, but Sam
Patch broke at the wire, losing sec-
ond place to Brook H111. Time,
1:13 1-2.
It was announced that Sam Patch
had slipped and Injured himself,
which with unmanageable Dick S.
was withdrawn.
Third Heat.
Starters got off about even break
and Rattle W outsteDeed Brook Hill.
Time, 1:18 1-4.
(lass C Trot-Special. •
Starters ----Arta, owned and dr.
en by .1. L. Friedman argi-Li]lian
owned and driven by a L. Gregor
Only one heat was driven, Grego'
assigning to FrielMan.
Starters got off well together, I.
San C broke on first turn and d
not retain until Anita luvi Fain,
half a dozen lengths. Time, 1:27.
Special Trot--One .111Ie Heats.
Starters- OBilly' ' ak. owned al.
driven by Gus Thompson; k
wood, owned by West Kentnek
tui(L..irksen. by, C. • WU.
rip; T.. owned by J. Pl. Motgan,
and driven by Nara* Claret; meter
nelikborhood. Wila A, owned and driven by Ben T.
in°1147' As _IL, almis 'rrank•
BATH GOODS
All the neeessities for hot
weather comfort-sponges, wash
rags, sprays, foot pans, scrubs,
powders, soaps, towels, bleached
and uncleached, bath mats and
fixtures.
Complexion Creams
For tha woman of •retinewent
to preserve the natural softness
and beauty of the complexion
and prevent summer blemishes.
All kinds.
Rubber Goods
Indispensable at all seasons.
hot water bags for chilly nights.
Rubber gloves, syringes, sick
roOrd goods. Soap dishes and
novelties,





Starters we:1 bunched with
Harry A the pole. Billy Buck broke
on the first turn. Harry A began to
push Blackwood on the quarter and
on the se-see -a the first ess- pass-
ed hine". T. forged ahead of Billy
Buck, passed him and going neck
and neck with Biaekwood, passing
him a length or two before the wire
was reached. Harry A finished first
by a length or two. Time, 2:27.
Second Heat.
Blackfoot was withdrawn.
Starters off with Billy Buck lead-
ing. On the first quarter Harry. A
overtook him. J. T. started badly and
followed the two fully an eighth of
a mile behind. Billy Buck showed
remarkable speed and closed the gap
between him and Harry A but while
nearly neck and neck, broke on the
stretch and finished second. Time,
2:29.
Half Mile Dash,
Starters-lady Foster, owned by
Zaoh Bryant, ridden by Mose Ink:
Bal Padre, owned by Clarence Dick-
erson, ridden by Brown Slim; Utah,
owned by West Kentucky Stock farm,
ridden by Billy Ginger.
After several 'futile attempts a
start was made with runners well
hunched. Lady Foster showed -her
speed at the start, and maintained a
good lead. Bal Padre finished second.
Time, 52 1-2.
Threatening weather interfered
with the regularly assigned judges
and starters serving, and the follow-
ing were the officials in charge of the
races:
'Attorney John K. Hendrick, NV. L.
Hale, of Mayfield, and Hal S. Corbett,
Judges: George Goodman, timer;
John Early, Nashville, starter.
Mr. Early is chairman of the exec-
utive committee of the Tennessee
State Fair association, and is one of
the best known race horsemen in the
south. He was greatly pleased with
the races and says the club, judging
from the recent races, time made. Is
giving the best matinee races this
season.
CHANGING SENTIMENT.
Oliver Goldsmith's "Deserted Village"
Goldsmith in his "Deserted Vil-
lage" spoke of a certain chanel where
those who "went to scoff, remained
to pray." So in life one often laughs
at what he does not understand and
later, when he does understand, his
laugh turns to praise. There were
some who doubted the merits of New-
bro's "Herpicide," the scalp germi-
cide and hair-dressing, but since they
have tried it they are now among its
best friends and strongest endorsers.
lierpicide kills the germ that eats the
hair off at the root, and the hair then
grows again. As a hair dressing it
is incomparable. Try R. Sold by
leading druggists. Two sizes, See and
$1.110. Send 10c in stamps for sam-
ple to The Herpkede Co., Detroit,
Mich. NV. B. McPherson, special
agent..
The following reduced rates
are announced:
Jamestown, Va. - Exposi-
tion, April 19th to November
30th-15 days; $23.75. Coach
excursions on special dates;
518,00 every Tuesday; limit
10 days.
Saratoga Springs, N. Y -
Knights Templar-$26 20-
July 2nd to 7th inclusive,
good returning until :July 16,
with privilege of extension
until July 24, upon payment
of $1.00 extra. Through
sleeper from Paducah to Buf-
falo, on train 104, 1:33 a. m.,
Saturday, July 6.
Philadelphia-B. 7. o. E.-
$24./40, July 11th to 14th In-
clusive, good returning until
July 23rd with privilege of
extension until July 31st
Through sleeper from Padu-
cah, leaves on train 104, July
14th, 1:33a. m.
Por information, apply to
City Ticket Office, Fifth and
Broadway or Union Depot.
Agt City 1̀)4eic. et eine-




Means of Populating Provinces
of Siberia
Antur District First To Be Attended
To Oiti Account of Japanese
Encrvatitments.
A KAMCHATKA EXPLOILATION
St. Petersburg, June 22-The eml-
wration movement front Russia to'Si-
testa rss. since In Degiunla; of the
year, at:at:led vast je•iportiAlF A '.'0,-
0-1; en 'grants in thiee int:nabs). Tilts
saSSen activity Is .(1:1 to two rans..41-
!. ,. desire to settle the itessian
fa • ,dul with RUSSI...:.3 before the yel-
los wtee (whose ultietee arrival I:
regarded as inevitable, at all efents
in se)sean and aiiiesrs ciseles hew)
breaks over it.
2. A desire to show the douma that
the government is werklue hard oa
the problem of agricultural distress.
It will be impossibe, however, to
even partially solve the agrarian diffi-
culty in any reasouaele eine Ly the
settlement of Siberia for there Is not
enough available land there, tile set
tiers have 'neither the money eor the
mental habits necessary for suceess-
ful pioneers, and many uf those she
set oat with 'a light heart and a
lighter purse get araaded en mete
or return to tell stoilee of Siberia
that effectively stop emigration t..orn
their village for a seele generation.
No Agricultural Et Dorado,
Mr. Denetrius YanchIvetske,
of the Siberian ernigratioe
says that three expenditions are to
start this year fiom Khabarovsk.
One goes east to explore the moun-
tains lying between the railway an.
the sea; the second, goes west, and
the third goes along the north bank
of the Amur as far as the sea.
Mr. YanChivetsky is not too hope-
ful of discovering an agricultural El
Dorado in the district which he per-
sonally has to traverse, for it has
been found that owing -to the bad-
climate and. the wet soil the wheat
grown there acquires a peculiar prop-
erty, which has led the people to be-
stow on the loaves made front it the
name of "drunken bread." This
bread causes sicknest, headache and
some of the effects of intoxication,
and good bread can not possibly be
produced till the country is properly
cleared aand drained
"It is possible, then," said I, "that
this country can not tit present be
cultivated:"
Each emigrant, Mr. Yanchivetsky
explained, gets 100 roubles in teeth, is
freed front taxes and from military
service for a certain time, gets agri-
cultural implements. free, has the
benefit of watching the work done in
the experimental gardens that the
government is establishing through-
out Manchuria and gets cheap ticket
on the railway.
"Overbearing Japan" Feared.
The Amur district is to be settled
first, owing to it scritical position in
view of an "overbearing Japan and
an awakeneed China." Then the
Zabaikal is to be settled; lastly, mid.
die Asia. It will thus be seen that,
recent events in the far east have en,
tirely withdrawn all pressure from
the Indian' frontier.
'The book store of the general staff
in St. Petersburg is full of works on
Mongolia, Manchuria and Japan, but
it would be impossible to purchase
In it any recently published book
hearing on India, save, perhaps, a
thin official account of the project for
joining" the Turkestan and Siberian
railway systems--a project which Is
not intended as a menace to India,
but rather to facilitate the reinforce-
ment of the Russian troops in eastern
Siberia.
To return to Mr. Yanchivetsky,
Kamchatka is, according to that gen-
tleman, to be explored next year. Of
course, settlers cannot expect to live
there by agriculture alone, but there
and in the great province of Yakutssk
the grass in some places is good for
two or three months In the year;
sufficiently good to make cattle rais-
ing profitable. But the settler in
Kamehatka would have to he also
a good hunter and fisher, andlt he
had money enough to go in for fish-
ing on a large scale (like Count Kat-
serling, whose ,..whillers reap a rich
harvest every year In Kamehatkan
eaters) he could quickly become ex-
ceedingly wealthy.
Mr. Yanchivetaky finally remarked
that the Amur rennet,' will net he so
difficult a piece of engineering as the
Baikal railway. for this reason, that
it can be made to zigzag or go around
ebstaelea; whereas the Baikal line had
to go straight through them.
Peaxiiiitry is fiutipiciodk.
There" is no doubt that the Russian
far east will ultimately be settled.
hut thede is a doubt as to whether
it will be settled by men with yellow
Aim; or white slew for, against all
the elaborate preparations of the
Russian government must be put the
indifference and entipIelon of 'the
Russian people. The average mitzhlk
says: "You are trying to 'hustle' me
out to the far east so that I may not
press my claim for a slice of these
fat monastic_ and seignorIal lands,
which belong by right to the peas-
eitteTreelitseekre .1-th-ritie rttedire-Sesss
In other word, the ditma shows
no eritheelasm for the plantation Of
Siberia Mr Alexinsky, the serial
democrat leader, fails to gee beneyo-
We Need the Money
This is a plain reason why we now offer you such great inducements
to purchase. A backward season has placed us in a position where
we have need to dispose of some of our surplus stock. Hence the
following cut prices. 
-
You Can't Afford to Miss This Opportunity. Remember

















CPernt 1=5 OFF -trom
Suits now go at. $ 14.40
Suits now go at.  12.00
Suits now go at.'  1 O. 80
Suits nOw go LA.__ 9.60
Suits now go at. 8.00
Suits now go at  6.80
Suits now go at.  6.00
Suits now go at._ ....  5.20
Suits now go at.  4.00
And so on all along the line.
AND BOYS' SUITS
prices, which were already
25 to 331 per ct. below Broadway prices
Same Discount on
BOYS' KNEE PANTS SUITS
Same Discount on all
MEN'S ODD PANTS
Outings Excepted
15.00 Pants now go a.t.............$4.0 
i4.50 Pants now go at. _ _ 3.60
$4.00 Pants now go at............ 3.20
$3.50 Pants now go at._- 2.80
13.00 Pants now go at. ......._ 2.40
And so on down the line.
CUT PRICES-S A V E M 0 N E Y-CUT PRICES
Men's Wash Work Pants, pin check, 45ctan covert, with belt.. Extra Special
Men's Cottonade Pants, Blue, sold 45celsewhere at 50c
BlueOne lot 50e Overalls, the "Earl," 40cblue Everett Denim, pair..
Pule Worsted Serge Two-piece c g ( c
Suits, regular $10 quality, for.___Osh t 1
Ladies' White Oxford Shoes at Special Prices
White Oxfords, white heel, sold elsewhere at
11.50, at.  --....$ 1 . 1 5
White Oxfords, Ladies._ 90C
On all Sample Pants and Odds
and Ends still greater reductions
will be made. We inviteWhite Oxfords, Misses.  79C '
your
White Oxfords, Child's  • ssc close inspection.
Cut Price 1'i-1 E MODEL Cut Price
Sale
Now On
LOUIS S. LEVY, PROP. Sale
112 S. Second St. Paducah's Cheap Cash Store Now On
knee or even Common sense in a
scheme ehich plants a starved peas-
antry in a forest several thousand of
miles away, gives him an ax, and tells
him to go ahead and distinguish him-
self; and even the conservatives like




Chicago  2 8 1
St. Louie  1) 8 1
Batteriets--BroWn and Kliug; Lush
and Maretall. •
R H
Pittsburg  G 11 1
New York  1 6 2




Boston  4 ' 5 1
Chicago  4 7 3
Batteries-Tannehill and Arm-
bruster; Welsh. McFarland and Sul
liven.
Called In eleventh by agreement
'Eli E
Washington  0 6 4
Cleveland  9 9 0
Batteries - Hughes and Heydon;
ThIelnian and Bernie.
H
New York '1 7
St. Louie ................7 12
PUT YOUR MONEY IN A HOUSE
and lot, where it will's' safe from the
greedy hamile•of speentatora and safe
from temptation to Use your savings
foolishly. If you buy through us the
right kind of a bowie in a proper
cation, you lire sure to find u.n Inve.t.
merit that Is not only safe brit decid-
edly prefitable, a few years' bolding
will net you a tidy profit.
IL C. HOLLINS
Real Estate and Rentals
_ -
Fire Ambient, Health, Life and
I iabriity Inettraneo.
IUothPhon.as3l
Batteries - Orth and Kleinow: To Georgian Bee via The Northwest-Howell, Buelove and Stevens. ern Line.
R HE
Philadelphia ....... 2 10 5
Detroit 5 8 1
Batteries - Waddell, Bender and
Schreck, Donovan and Schmidt.
WHY IS SUGAR SWEET?
If sugae did not dissolve in the anoteth
you ctuld not taste ' the' sweet.
GROVE'S TASTELESS CHILL TON-
IS is as strong as the strongest bit-
ter *tonic, but you do not taste the
bitter because the ingredients do not
dissolve in the mouth, but do dhetolve
readily in the acids of the stomach.
Is just as good for Grown People as
for Children. The First and Original
Tasteless Chili Tonic. The Standard
for 30 years. Price 50 cents.
A young plant is 75 per cent, wa-
ter and the remainder carbon, which
11 has taken front the air.
Full particulars regent:tine, trip to
Sault Ste. Marie by rail In through
sleeping cars; thence by steamer to
Georgian Bay, Sent on request. Spe-
cial low summer rates.
N. M. BREEZE, Getisral Agent, 436
Walnut St., Cincinnati, 0.
If the leaf of a cigar has a greasy
appearance, or shows giSen blotches,
or is of a pale, pickly, yellorie the
wrapper Is made of inferior tobacco;
the wrapper is a certain criterion_ df
the cigar's contents, The color of the
ash is not an. accurate guide, but if
the ash displeys a black "lip," a thin
dark line round the edge nearest the
mouth, It is proof positive at an in-
different cigar. The ash of a good
cigar should also stand well.
Europe and America have about
Siteete,090 hives of honey bees. •
GUY NANCE & SON
Undertakers and Embalmers
211.213 S. Third St. Paducah, Ky.
1111111111111111W04
Garden Hose, Lawn Sprinklers, Nozzles
All I-lose Repairs
Electric Hose, the world's best, per foot 20C
ED. D. HANNAN
The Sanitary Plumber
Both Phones 201 132 S. Fourth St.
325 -Kentucky Aveilue. 1
Ease Elegance Economy
These thrte_attribntes of a good bicycle ego be found it the
Reading. Reeyele and ',tole& Bicycles. TERMS EASY.
Sold and guaranteed by
S. E. MITCHELL
• 326-328 SOUTH THIRD ST.




















Well, the best selected line of Suit
Cases, Hand Bags and Truuks, at the







The Week In Society.
CUPID'S SPO la ES al A N. home on North Ninth street. This is
the test meeting of the club for the
Th'e ploe was just whet one would eummer and all Members are re.
quested to be present.
- A per k ; the season, J u net i me ;
Near by, a icarrtaio filled with bib;
Above, the beds at playtime;
And then, moat opportunely put
Beside the seat. we sat in,
Stood Cupid with one tally foot
""ss•Set co a sine of Latitn.
Of course the words were a propos alei this leaves the remainder of the
And few—jest "Amer Semperl" day to mattend the Chautauqua. The
Bat Mabel, when she read them so, %Noma-nes dub tent at Wallace park
Exhibited sometemper, during the Chautauqua was eminently
And, with a pink bluch in each cheek, sticeessful and this took tiatteh of the Soule and Messrs. Robert Guthrie,
'She said: "A marble Cupid *omen's time. But the success; Henry Henneberger, Tom - Coburn,
That never can he taught to speak staleved was worth all the worry and Will Bell, James .,Langstaff, Zach
Haas., Charles Cow, J. Louie Goble,
Fred E. Gilliain, Charles Kopf, Stew-
art Sinnott, Edwin Paxten, Morton
Hand, Harry Singleton, Milton Wel-
lerstein, Salem tope, Warren Sights,
Guy efirtin, heo Keller, Mr. Morri-
son, of Notre Dame; Will Baker,Rob-
ert WaSace, Charles Rieke, Sam
Hughes, James McGinnis and Dr.
Gilbert.
Mesdames Charles Hatfield, Betty
Buckner, Philo Allcott, Jetta Hobson
and John Scott chaparoned.
Entertained for Brother.
Miss Agnes O'Loughlin of 925
Broadway entertained Thureeay eve-
ning complimentary to her brother.
An enjoy-able evening was spent.
—41S—
At Port Maasac.
In honor of Misses Marlon Senn-
tag and Mary Walker, and Mr. Gar-
nett Toriaa, the popular guests of
the Misses ,Boswell, of Arcadia, a de-
lightful outing was given at Fort
,Maseac Tuesday: The party left In
the morning and returned in tha
evening on the Fowler.
Those who went were: Misses
Marion Sonntag, Mary Walker, Elia
abeth Boswell, Ellen Boswell. Ethel
Sights, Lncyette mle, Sadie Smith,
Mary Bolling, Julia Dabney, Mary B.
Jennings, Helen VanMeter, Nell Cave,
Gladys Bolling, lielenmede Bolling,
Bessie °leaves, and Metiers. Robert
Fisher, William Wilhelm, Barnett
Torian, Edwin :Randle, Clyde Warren,
Will Reddick, James McGinnis, Reu-
ben Flagby, Edwin Cave, Gus Elliott.
Randolph Bolling, Dr. W. T. Bolling




The Woman's club tent at the
Chautauqua at Wallace park enjoy-
ed. a prosperous week. Every day
the women have had all they could-
comfortably serve and several days
they were swatnped. The tent was
preitSy decorated with flags, flowers




The Christian- Endeavor society .
:he Kentucky Avenue Presbyteriau.
khurch gave a de:tablet picnic sap-
per at Wallace park Tuesday evening.
Those in attendance were the Rev.
fill Mrs. J. R. Henry, Mesdames Gus
eideon, John Slaughter, J. A. Murray
ind Misses Gertrude, Bessie and Vir-
ale Havennen, Caste Blacknall, Mar-
vin Tucker, Lida Styles, Dixie Eu-
banks, Ruth Baynhem, Seattle Sulli-
van, Louanna Gid"on, Lucile and
Katherine Betray and Messrs. W. T.
Reid, Will Weitson, B. L. McNeil,
.Marahaie Jowls. Joe Tucker, Quarles
Legacy, Oscar Geleon, Guy Baynham,
Edwin Slaughter. After supper the
party attended the Chautauqua.
—on_
Marriage of Interest Here,
Mrs. King Brooks received notice
Monday of the marriage of Miss Lelia
Goodwin and Mr. John N. Newcomb,
of South MrAlliater, I. T. The wed-
ding took place June 12 in San Diego
at the home of the bride's mother.
The bride is the eldest daughter of
Mee Nara C. Goodwin who has been
naang in the southwest for the p:i
seveial years. The groom is a es-
lug young civil engineer and hol.is
a prominent position in South McAl-
lister, where they will make their fu-
ture home.
_it neceeetateel Next week piorn-. .
tees to be better. And as about all•
Ttrouieht I then, as she-looked above, the college bole and girls have a?',
What cbanee is there to win her rived home a number of parties may
Who contemplates the god of love be expected the coming week.
Birthday Party.
A Thost delightful birthday party
was given by little Miss Eloise Xnti
Wtien you tell Capld's Story!" White at her parents' home, 5e5
Casnlesi in MunneY• North Eighth street Thursday after-•noon from 5 to 7 o'clock, in honor of
Announcements. her fifth birthday.. The little hostess
Miss easneite Buettner, of Rea eel.. made the oeetsion one of great joy
ferson street, has !pelted invitations for her little friends. Refreshments
for a mesque fancy dress cotillion were served at the close of the party
and American flags with reel, white
and bine ribbons attached were most
appropriately given for souvenirs.
Those present were: . Misses Mary
Frances Eaton, Elizabeth Hill, Eliz-
abeth Dehlsahlaeger, Ida Shelby
Graves, Mary Lee Walker, Genevieve
Lane, Mary Lightfoot, Mary Dorian,
Mare B. White; Masters Freneis
Lightfoot. Jean Lane, William Eaton.
Cheeles Dorian, Conroy Dorian, 1-tais-




The following party left Tuesday
for Cincinnati to make the round
trip on boat: Mrs. William Gilbert,
Misses Adah L..Brazelton, Marion P.
Noble Marjorie Crutnbaugh, Mary
Braretcn, Katherine Crumbangh.
Miss Catherine Crumb:nigh will leave
the party at? Cinvinnati and spend the
Summer at Somerset.
Mrs. Warren Entertaina.
.Mrs. C. C. Warren entertained in-
formally at bridge Monday afternoon
at her home, 1620 Jeffereon stret.
The first prize went to Mrs. Edgar
McCabe, of Chleapie, and Miss Adah
Brazeiton iiaptured the consola-
tion prize. The color scheme of
%ink anti white was carried out In
the aecoraticns and rareshments.
Out-of-towtt guests were Mrs. algae.
As if he were a sinner?
Bet try I did--you know the rest,
A lover's taste of glory! ,
Qnoth Mabel: "Well, I like it best
The Past Week,
Sosiety was not too -active this
week to attend the Chautauqua at
Wallace park._ AU the parties of the
week have been informal in nature,
hut nevertheless enjoyable. Mornang
parties seem to especially take well,
on the evenhig of June 27 in honor
of a numner of young eedies that will
be her guests during the coming
weeks They will arrive Tuesday and
they are; Miss Doughty, of Atlanta.
Ga.; Miss Conredde, of Williams-
town, Ky.; Mies Church, of Colum-
bus, O.; Mies Sutton, of -Zanesville,
0. They were sahoolmattes of Mies
Buckner at, larsuline acadelny at St.
.Martin, 0.
Miss Carrie Griffith 1000 Jeffarson
street, will give a launching party
next Werlacsday complimentary to
ter guest, Miss Judith Givens. of
rcovidence, Ky.
A dance wtql be given at the Wal-
lace part pavilion next Friday night
In compliment to Mies Buckner's
aiettors and to other visiting girls in
the atty. The young' toeiety men Will
give the dance.
Mies Aena May Venter will enter-
tain l'uesalay afternoon at cards at
her summer home. "Cepa Late." In
A read a., camp! en t ary to Mrs. W.
P. Ross, of Madisohville, and Mrs. 0.
W. Rath, of Owensboro, cleicewill ar-
rive Monday.
Miss Elizabeth Sinnott will enter-
tain the Five ilendred club Wielnea
day morning ht 10 o'clock at her
At the Park.
Seeper was taken at the park
Wednesday evening by a party of
young people after which they attend
ed the Chautauqua. The pare ice
complimeitare to Miss Mary Walla
and Miss Marled Sonntag, and Me
Garnett Torian, of Evansville.
Dance at the Park.
A dance was given at the Wallace
Park pavilion Friday evening by the
3-0u11g society men of the city in
cenniliment to the visiting girls
within our gates. Many couples
were present during the evening.
Those in attendance were: Misses
Helen Dillon, of St. Louis; :Siena
Hatfield; Rosebud Hobson; Carrie
Griffith, :Judith Givens.-of Providence,
Ky.; Garnette Buckner, Helen Hills,
Anne Stripling, of Fort Worth, Tex.:
Anita Kei:er, Manie Cobb, Elizabeth
Sebree, Frances Wallace; Elsie
Hodge, Marjorie Lovieg, Dorothy
Langstaff, Brooks -Smith, Luceette
- c", • • P1.1",...Ork aerwe 1. • •Ibillilers. ISA 1 efeees ac,„ 'cies











Too much stock and not enough time causes us to prolong our sale.
We have sold lots of goods; sale has been a success; though thous-
ands of dollars' worth of  gciod merchandise still remains to be sold.
That's why we -§t-- 1 the second sale Monday, June 24th.
MOST MERCILESS CUT ON SUITS
There's going to .be A Suit Sale proper Monday morning, and it's going to last all week, if the
suits hold 3t This is what it is: All thcise Prince Chap Solis, Seniijitting BacK
Suits, Tight Fitting Suits, made of English cloths and Panama, lined with satin and peau
de chine, made and tailored by America's best manufacturers and fit just the right way; tbas's the
kind of suit we have placed on our racks for Monday and are going to give you your choice for
Voile, Linen, Silk and Pena.
ma Skirts for less than the
material in them cost. $10.00 Covert coats or loose fittingplaid jackets; many stylesto show.
Ten Dollars for Choice of Hundred Suits Monday, 24th
There was, stayer such a lot .
of suits Shown the pubic for
the price mentioned in the
advertisement.
'Tsn dolltm na,Ay seem „much
to you, but When you get a
glimpse of these suits it wiii
look trivial..
MUST SELL-4 THE STOCK
It is our greatest-deiire to close out all our stock. It has grown, too large and the backward
Beason hal ritst helped to•de erease it
1.4
and potted plants, and many favor-
able comments. Men been egaseff 611
the attractiveness of the scene. To-
day closed the tent and the club
finds its treasury has been swelled
considerable by the proceeds from
serving of meals and refreshrhents..
WeddingS.
Miss Edna Harris and Mr. Ross F.
Hoagland were quietly married at the
parsonage of the Trimble strfae
Methodist church Monday evening
by the Rev. George W. Bunks. The
bride is a pretty blonde and popular
In a wide circle of friende. The
ia•Oom is a well known attache of Vie
Hardy Buggy company and a sterling
youug business man,
The marriage of Mips Mildred E.
Maxwell and Mr, Mee Wallace was
quietly solemniaed Thursday after-
noon at -5 o'clock at the reeidence of
Mrs. C. E. Grklley, Sixth and ChilY
streets, by the Bev. W. E. Cave.
Only intimate friends knew of the
wedding and the ceremony was only
In the Presence of; the family and
friends.
The bride is a slater of Mrs. C. E.
Gridley ann her home is in Brussels.
Ont. She was her*. three years ago
when Mr. Wallace tot her and she
returned one and a half years ago
and has been living with her plater.
The bride is a populdr girl and won
many friends in her stay in this city.
Mr. Wallace is a well known pharma-
cite of the city and a rapidly rising
young business man. The couple is
on a bridal tour to the Jamestown ex-
TP•iide here.
position and other cities in time,eas4.10-harcl Scott, Gale Dealer, Bodin:tie Mes Mane Clark, of Hopkinsville,
a ttsrliti theft 'ante fl."tdo theMlfrt gni 144iitiffdollillallionddluPPMPOPPalfliP . lallaliSPerilr'11411-• Woe'Tiioina Mail ohaperonesi 441se parte,- Ethel aightes. ;14 Jefferses street:- •
Mr. and Mrs. Houston W. Fall, of
El Paso, Tex.,. arrived today to visit
Mts. Fall's slater, Mrs. John a
Bleecker, 409 North Fifth street.
Mlas Mary Goering, of Haweisyllle,
and Miss Brown Moore, of Molina-
ton, Tenn., are the seteets of Miss
Irma Telset at her strmmer hottle,
"Capa Lota."
Meet Helen reface!, 201 FdlIntaln
avenue arrived home this mortiffet
from Evansville, where she has been
visiting Miss Margaret Bacon Miss.
Bacon neetneparrieS her home and
will be her guest for two or three
weeks.
•
The eurnrise wedding of the week Misses 111111ings Entertain,
was that of Mips Flo Smith and Mr. Tuesday afternoon from I until C
Eugene Bryan, both of Mound City. o'clock the Miehe Lougenia and Ar
Wednesday afternoon at the real-
donee of the Rev.. Nee T. Bolling, 109,
North Seventh street. Boat the bride
and groom are well known here and
have friends here and in 'their home
town by the score. Under the pre-
tense,of a buggy drive they went
away and were married and it was
only at supper the wedding became
known to their friends The bride is
popular and often visited herr Mr.
Bryan is a brother of Miss Ella Bryan
Ile is yardmaster for a lumber cent-
petty at Mound City. They have re-
turned to Mound City, where they
will make their home.
Chard* Guild Entertained.
Mrs. J. C. Flournoy entertained
the• Guild of the Grace Episcopal
church Wednesday afternoon' With
an inforattil ted at' her home on Jeff-
erson baulevard. Eight new mem-
bers were added to the membership.
No more meetings will be held until'
next autumn.
Boating Party.
Mr. Gale Beater gave a boating
party Thursday evening up the river.
A delightful time . was enjoye.i.
Those in the party *ere: Misses
Garnett Buckner, Elizabeth Sebree,
Marjorie LOving, Nelia Hatfield
Mary and Gertrude Scott, and Messrs.
nitmt Billings entertained their young
friends in honor' of Miss Lotigertia's
eighth birthday. About 4i young
people were their guests during the
hours and all had an enjoyable time.
Decoratkma of cut flowers and potted
plants were used in the dining room,
where refreshments congesting of




Mies Maggie Lydon was hostess to
the Carte. [Wm club Wednesday
evening at her home. 422 Sceith
Tenth atreet.settichee was played- dur-
ing the evening and the fleet prize
end hone hand prize was won by Mr.
Paul beltway. Mies Marie Roth woe
the young ladies' first prize and Mk*
Legeny the lone-hanct trrize.
The next meeting will he with Mies
Mamie fleece July 2.
About People.
Miss Eileen Itelikopf has returvwei
fretn Nazareth aeuIevn to seenti the
suinnier vaeation.
Mrs. P. Swaim, who has spent the
winter with her &eighty- Ire. Harry
Johnston, 404 South Sixth street.
and Miss Vera Johnston will leave
Wednesday for Indittnapottefor a vfs-
ft. Mrs. Swain will Probably not re-
turn until autumn
Mrs. James W. Magnum and Mhst
Bessie Lon Watts will arrive today
on the Peters Lee after a month's so-
journ at French Lick and West Ba-
den Springs.
Mrs. E. V. Lovett and son Mal-
eoim, of'Mayftekl, arrived today to
visit Mrs. Charles E. Jennings, at
their country home, eWoodlawn."
Miss Hallie Wells, of Nolin, re-
tarned to her home today after visit-
ing Miss Mabel Called-, Tenth and
Mad NMI streets, for several weeks.
Mr. 0. F. Scudder, of Chicago, of
the maintenance of the way for the
Burlington railread, arrived 'this af-
ternoon to.visit Mr. J. le Wolff. We
9eudder and child have been visiting
Mrs. J. L. Wolff, 322 Broadway,
since Wednesday.
Mrs. Pattie Henley and niece, Eliz-
abeth Stokes, of Mayfield. are vigil-







A Great Ten Days' $1.00 Sale of Oxiords•ig-Women's, Misses' and Children's
Many $1.50 kinds for only $1.00 a pair. We make other low prices to stimulate your patronau here next week. Next week fin-
ishes up the first half of 1907. We want to make it a big week to soothe our ambition for the half year's results: Make us a




ments of the past will




Showing the newest advance styles in fine
-imported voiles jiist received:
Great Waist Values
Almost an .nnlimited,.variety in Persian
Lawns, Mulls, Lace Nets and JO Silks priced
as no‘other Paducah store prices such waists.
Great Silk Petticoat Values
Splendid assortment just received.
Great Dress Goods Values
Mating clearing sale cut prices,
Great Silk Values
25c a yard for white .laps up to $1.15 for
$1.50 yard wide taffetas.
Great Lace Values
Several thousand yards to select and choose
from.
Great White Pure Linen
Values
;rest for Wash Skirts and Wash Suits.
Great White Goods Values








Great, Lawn and other wash goods values
at 47•e to 10c a yard.
Great Hosiery Values
Woman's tine imported 50c Bose, :i pair'
for $1.00. Extraordinary values at So, 10e,
Inc, 15e up to 25e a pair.
Women's Great Summer
Vest Values
Mc, 9c,,10c to 25e each. Better (inalities
than are found Lust anywhere at these prices.
Greaan Bonnet Values
15c„ 25c up to .50c.
Clothing Department
Great Witshohle Snit vela*, fee entail bort
Great Straw Hat values.
Great Sock values.
Great-Shirt values for Men and boys.
Great Balbriggan Underwear value*, both
men and boys.
(item Snit Caine valnes.
Great Trunk Telma*.
Great Mattinin
values here, there and everywhere
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AFTERNOON AND WEEKLY 
THE SUN IPUBLISHINOCO.
VICORPOitATED
. H. FISs.IER, President.
IL J. PAXTON, General Manager. 
attistRielioN ite etas I
Metered at the posto111c• at Paducah.
Ky. as second class matter 
THE DAILY $tar
ilry Carrier, per weak  .10
By mall, per month. In advanoo.. .25
By mall, per year. In advance 
wlesemsr gym
Vow year, by mail. postage paid. .11.00
Address THE SUN. Paducah, Ky.
Mice, 116 South Third. Phone 168
Payne & Young, Chicago sad New
Vert, sem esentativea.
THE SUN can be found at the follow-
ing pieces:








 4118 16 3995
3951 17........3991
3 3951 18 3973
4 3961 20 3954
• 3961 21 3942
7 3961 22 4048
4006 23 3943
 3954 24 396D
10 3963 25 3961
11 3985 27 3955
13 3976 28 3940
14 3975 29 3935
16 3982 30., 3943
31 3943
Total  107,232
Average for May, 1906 4001
Average for may, 1907 3972
Personally appeared before me,
this June 1, 1907, E. J. Paxton, gen-
eral manager of The Sun, who af-
arms that the above statement of the
eirculation of The Sun for the month
af Irby, 1907, is true to the best of
his knowledge and belief.
PETER PURYEAR,
Notary Pubic.
My commission expires January
22, 1908.
Daily Thought..
"Success lies not in appearance.
The angels have written 'failure' over
more than one life amid the huzzas
of the world."
struggles ineffectually to accumu
late wealth, may, by securing a seat
In the United States senate, put him-
self in a position to acquii-e fabulous
riches. Giving Senator Carmack due
credit for keeping his Angers clean,
let us not marvel too much at an hon-
est Man, It reflects sadly on us.
THE REPUBLICAN TICKET.
For Governor—Augustus E. Will-
eon, of LocsvIUe -
For Lieutenant Governor-4V. -H.
Cox, of Mason county.
For Attorney General—James
Breathitt, of Christian county.
For Auditor—Frank P. James, of
Mercer county.
For Treasurer—Capt. Edwin Far-
ley, of McCracken county.
For Secretary of State—Dr. Ben
L. Bruner, of Breckenridge county.
For Superintendent of Public In-
structiost—J. S. Crabbe, of Boyd
county.
For Commissioner of Agriculture
—N. C. Rankin, of Henry county.
For Clerk of Court of Appeals—
Napier Adams. of Pulaski county.
For Legislature—George 0. Mc-
Broom.
THE HEART BEHIND THE GIN.
Never has the need of a great
standing artily been impressed on the
people of this country. When we en-
gage in a war in which the hearts of
the people are engaged, We shall nev-
er lack for men to fight. When ourl
people fail to fight for the cause
tbey espouse we shall have no fur-
ther need of soldiers, for our govern-
ment will be crumbling. That it is
lineal% to keep a great Wanting ar-
mr.Pheacie is just now demonstrat-
ing to us: for the French soldiers
refuse to fight against their own
countrymen. More of them have the:r
hearts in the mutiny than are taking
part, probably; for it is a serious
thing to violate the articles of war.
Russia hiis had trouble with her
troopers, long accustomed to the
grinding discipline of militarism as
they are. The- conduct of her troops
In the war with Japan showed the
lack of spirit in the enterprise. It is
the hearts of the men behind the guns
that win battles. France, hemmed in
by empires, necessarily must keep
men under arms at all times, while
we are fortunate in our comparative
isolation; but contemplation of
France's predicament emphasizes the
wisdom of Our course.
Former Senator E. W. earmark,
of Tennessee, who spoke lest night
at the Chautauqua, is one of the
most intellectual men of his time. In
the senate he WAS feared above all
others In a rough and tumble debate.
He literally fought his way to the
top, and closed his term, by stepping
Into the arena and silencing both J.
B. Foraker and Ben Tillman, who
Were on OPPAgite AMPS in a race issue
debate. For this he wrung from Pres-
ident Roosevelt, a man to whom he
was personally Unfriendly. an excla-
mation of delight. Yet with vietorlee
to 61s credit and an honorable rec-
ord. when Senator Carmack retired
the country rang with applause of
because he repred a poor man.
It was the highest compliment press
end public toted pay him, that he en-
tered the senate a poor man, and, re-
iretving a salary of 95,f/tie annually,
hujijd_p_ot. ret mtlyonaltr.. Freer
el the nworrs -Mirror, la-tp•prrp.-
+what diegrnteftil commentary on
the condition of public life In this
eott is the Inference that a man,




"The Democratic party in Kentuc-
ky never was in better shape for a
fight," says the Carlisle County
News.
That's the Republican view of the
situation.
Now, that the war scare ts over,
and the movements of war depart-
ment may not be construed into overt
acts of hostility, it is time to fortify
our positions in the Pacific.
It is to be observed that Dan Han-
na in all his varied matrimonial ex-
periences adheres to his father's ad-
vice to "stand pat."
The action of the state Republican
convention was not a rebuff to any
candidate for the presidential nomi-
nation; but it was to the fusion ele-
ment of Louisville, and its organ,
which- attempted to foist one of its
workers on the convention and dic-
tate the party platform. There are
plenty of Republicans left in Ken-
tucky to run the party, and Louis-
ville Republicans should take the tip
from the action of the state conven-
tion and nominate a straight out Re-
publican municipal ticket this time
MARK TWAIN'S JOKE.
Is Mark Twain eccentric?
England is convinced that he is.
In America the general impression is
That-Matt-Itt making game of the
Englishmen. He's a puzzle in Eng-
land. He is a joke over here_ All of
which goes to display British stolidl-
y and American vanity. To Mark
Twain, whose young heart is full of
harmless jokes, gentle satire and a
keen sense of the incongruous, the
impression he is creating must be
stimulating. To those who under-
stand it is nothing less than delight-
ful.
What has he done? A-plenty.
Didn't he appear at a function in
Washington in a light flannel dress
suit? Said men look like crows in
"conventional black", and he is go-
ing to be sensible and bright and
cheerful, like the women.
Just this week he walked through
the lobby of Brown's hotel, London,
wrapped _in. a bath. robe- and, shod
with slippers, with three inches of
are leg showing between the two,
continued his triumphal way IICT0011
Dover street to a bath house, and
back again when he had bathed.
Was he suffering from a spell of
mental aberration? Not a bit of R.
He said with innocent wonder, so
characteristic of him, at the thought
of anyone questioning his motive:
"I did the same thing I've often done
at the seashore."
Is Mark Twain making game of the
stolid Englishman, 0, my vain Amer-
ican brother?
Mark is deliberately doing with the
inconsistencies of our customs, what
well meaning foreigners do with the
idlosyncracles of our language. He
is teaching a world a lesson in snob-
bery. Mark would show us that a
bathrobe and a bare leg at the sea-
shore, is just the same bathrobe and
bare leg in London.
We could imagine Mark Twain
sitting out a waltz, with his arm
around a girl, and replying innocent-
ly to horrified inquiries: "I am doing
the same thing I have often done on
the ball room floor."
Mark Twain is applying one set of
rules of conduct to all places and
men, and the humor of It is, that
one halt the world should think him
crazy and the other half think him
just in fun, when he is just being
that the inhabitants were at least
temporarily coerced into activity. The
wreckage resulting from last night's
riots still litters the streets and all
stores and banks are closed and
marred up. Two additional regiments
of infantry and two of cavalry ar-
rived at Narbonne this morning and
detachments of artillery are on the
way there.
Fresh Outbreak by Mob.
Montpellier. France, June 22.—
The barricades erected by the mob eDon't you think," suggested the
last night were demolished by trrops old friend of the family, "that you
mac PIDUCAll EVENINC1 BUN
FRENCH DEPUTIES
SUSTAIN CABINET
Vote Confidence in Government
'By 10-4 Majority
Will Not Niake Terms WithMutin-
eers end Will Crush 'Rebellion
in Provinces.
FRESH OUTBREAK BY MOBS.
Paris, June 22.—By`a 'majority of
104 the deputies voted confidence in
the government and gave the minis-
ters a free hand to employ such
measures as they think best to re-
establish the soverignty of the law in
the disturbed departments of the
south. The result came after a day
of ...excitement over the mutinous
movementa of the troops in the south,
following itielespread disorders of
winegrowers. The grave view the
French capital takes of the "frgolu-
tionary events in the south of France
and the tragic outcome was evidenced
by the scene in the deputies today
when the government was interpell-
ated on the measures it proposed to
tale* to re-establish order. Premier
Cletnenceau lost no time in impart-
ing to the deputies the news from
Narbonne,-addeng to the information
the fact that over a hundred sol-
dters were wounded in the fighting
yesterday With rioters. The latter,
he said, had disappeared from the
streets
Then amid impressive silence, the
premier gave the official version of
the mutiny of a battalion of the
Seventeenth infantry at Agde and Its
march to Beztors, fully confirming
dispatches. The premier added that
ond regiment en route from Beslera,
were unable to proceed beyond Paul-
ban. Perfect Leullier arrived front
iAXitiVe ill.% eigtigilite tilt' t rouble alai
was captured by 40i1 peueante, eho
held him as a hostage and locked
him up in the town hall. Railroad
stations at Campaguan, Saint Pante
and rilleyerac were wrecked. Troops
have been hurried to theee places.
Funeral of Victims.
Narbonne, France, Jane 22.—
The furter& of the victims of Thurte
day's riots pased off without unto-
ward incident. It was an impressive
affair, attended by the entire popu-
lation. Ali public organizations
were represented by delegates. To-
ward evening after it was-seen that
no disturbances were likely to follow
the funeral, the cordons of troops
were withdrawn from the streets.
General Toncas, who under duress of
the mob swore not to use Cuirassiers
against the people, has been retired
by the minister of war.
BRAVE CAPTAIN
OF TOWBOAT
(Concluded from First Page.)
 OurSee
swLaiwag s n GLEAvEs & soNs
SATURDAY, JCNE
deep where the towboat Nellie lay.
It will be possible to raise the tow-
boat. Every member of the crew
lok personal property Captain Smith
lost a fine gold watch and a purse
with 345. His shoes and other outer
garments also sank with the boat.
The crew made little effort to save
their personal effects, and all sent'
to the city early this morning to re-
plenish their wardrobe. Captain
Smith was barefeoted unell 8 o'clock
this morning.
The roustere sleeping around on
the decks and the barge, escaped
without serious difficulty. They
were not as excited as the white crew, I
being accustomed to be rudely awak-
ened at all hours of the night. The
he could not Listen to any proposition_iboat had been' ttied- to the barge in
for conditional surrender of the mutlisupposed security last night at 7
neers, as it would be a most fatal o'clock. No evidence of a leak was
move for the government to capitu- seen or any other indication of dan-
late to the soldiery. He concluded ger when the crew went to bed.,
with demanding a vote of confidence The towboat Nellie is (he property
in the government, so that ministers of Henry Rampendahl, of Metropo-
could carry out in the name of the lie, a large mill man of that town.
chamber, the work of repression on Its principal business is to tow rafts
which in future much depended. _ from the nea_sby_ rivers to the mills
The opposition, fiercely attacked and it had gone to the ben IT. Frank  
the government, accusing ministers mill on Claik's river yes,erday after tin
oTssendliefagents to stir up the pop-
ulace in the south, asserting that the
cuirassiers acted like C,osistiCks, that
troops fired with little provocation
and without notification and that
Women and children had bees
slaughtered and insisted that the Ty
lease of Mr. Ferroul, former mayor "At 7 o'clock last night we went J. R. Henry, pastor. Morning sub-
of Narbonne, would restore calm. to bed with everything in apparently ject: "Practicing the Presence of
good condition, Something awoke God." Owing to the services at 
the
me about 3 o'clock this morning and Cha.utanqua les services at the church




Another lot of Go-Carts




Woven wire and canvas,
wood or iron frame. See
our extra heavy woven
wire with metal fastenings
for
$1.50




16x20 Pictures in 3 1-2 in,
gold frame
98c
Otherwise, one of the speakers as-
serted, "The vloody rioting of today
will be the revoltiflon of tomorrow."
After six hours' debate the cham-
ber by 327 to 223 votes decided to
desperate action was necessary arid CUMBERLAND—The
support the cabinet.
awoke the crew roughly. All man-,Nfelseakey, pastor, Services
After the torroriettc events of yes-
aged to get to the bank safely except gunday at county court
' 






They start ti $2 50 and up
to $6.50. k
Refrigerators
North Star, with cork-
filled walls, use less ice
than other makes. Com-
plete line of Ice Boxes.
Davenports
Wood or iron, leather or
verona. They start at $6 50





Crescent and ch ea pe
makes. Bicycles
*1-4.98
Old wheels in exchange.
,Complete line of sundries.
Bicycles repaired.
liam Bourquin, pastor. Usual serv- I
ice to morrow morning. No service I The Woman's Home Mission so-
. in the evening owing to services at ciety of the Broadway Methodist
r the Chautauqua, ichurch will meet with Mrs. George
,....,Crembaugh, Seventh 'and Madison




Mattings 15c to 40c.
Easy payments on all
goods.
a tow. Presbyterian,
Captain`14 Statetnent. FIRST—The Rev. W. E. 'Cave,
In his own words, Ctaptain Smith, pastor. Morning subject: "Feeding
speaking hurriedly this morning! as on Ashes." Evening subject: "The
be was assisting in the operation cm 'BaptismalFire." .MssDintteMetsken
Engineer Hawkins, said over the tel_ will sing the offertory.
ephone: KENTUCKY AVENUE —The Rev.
terday the aspect
got caught between the boat and
was comparatively calm. Soldiers the barge. It is being amputated
were everywhere in such great force
now. I jumped overboard and swam
to the bank, as it was the only way
left for me to escape. No idea of
how the leak was sprung has occur-
red to me, and it may not be known
until the boat is raised. A log may
have floated against the hull."
YOU DON'T HAVE TO WAIT
every dose makes you feelbetter. Laz-Fos
keeps your whole inside* right. Sold on the
money-back plan every wnere. Poet 50 cents.
consistent. after a sharp 
struggle. Peasants tore would do well to keep a watch on
railroad tracks in numerous places your son?4' "Impossible," replied
o 
The Miners' Magazine seems to
have contained quite as dangerous
matter as the magazine from which
Harry Orchard obtained his bomb-
shells.
A SPECULATIVE OBJECT LESSON.
The evidence regarding the "leak"
of the government's cotton crop re-
port is highly cautionary to those
who think it a quick and easy road
to fortune to buy the information
which is so freely offered for sale,
both publicly and privately. It is in
testimony that those who have such
information, even when it is accurate,
cannot reckon certainly upon Its mar-
ket effect. In one case It Is sworn that
the highest talent in the Street nev-
er had a chance of profit. In another
case, where moderate profits appear-
ed, neglect to taIfF them turned the
operation Into a loss, in still other
cases prattle were realized, but only
by methods Which are repugnant to
honest men.
These considerations are apart
from the routine considerations that
commodity speculation Is more haz-
ardous than speculationSein curities
on general principles. Operators In
stocks at least know, ordinarily and
subject to some classical capes of
surpries„ what quantities of shares
exist, and are sure that the weather
has a comparatively moderate effect
upon their prices or their values. Yet
at a time when risks upon the Stock
libtchange hart. been avoided bemuse
unusually hazardous, there have been
wild operations wain the Produce
Exchange. These revelations that the
cards RTC stacke,1 against the outsid-
er, and that those who understand
he game as well as anybody are
nevertheless mere guessers and gam-
blers, rather than Investors, or even
reasonable speeulators, ought to do
goo4.—N. T. Times.
"se s the preachor mild?" "Welt
eon, perhaps we're all worms, but
some of Its are shy on the duet." —
•
and One Hndred e et and Frt Ysec young Galley's father. "It wouldn't
-- be long before he'd exchange it far
110011 111■41140"1.1111111. a pawn ticket."--Philadelphia Press.1
SOFT
SHIRTS
If you meted keep cool to-
morrow, dress right.
Drop in tonight and get
some of those dainty, soft
shirts for just this kind of
weather. If you never wore
them you don't know how
comfortable they are.
They are made with at-
tached collar or neckband, at-
tached soft cuffs, and come in








MAN IS A MACHINE
AND SHOULD BE KEPT
PROPERLY ADJUSTED.
”The human body is a machine run
by unseen forces tabled life, and that
it may ran harmoniously, it is neces-
sary that there be liberty of blood.
nerves and arteries from the gener-
ating point to destination."-,-Dr. A.
T. Still.
We often ask"What is Osteopathy?
How does it mere?
Osteopathy is a drugless system of
medicine which seeks to secure in
the human body structural normality
of its parts, upon which their vitality
and proper functioning depend. "Man
is a machine" as we have said, and
depends, for health, upon the molter
adjustment of all parts of the ma-
chine.
The Ottteopath examines your body
as a skilled mechapic does a machine
that is out of order. With a detailed
knowledge of anatomy, a sense of
touch developed to a high degree, he
locates the mleadjustments and re-
moves it by scientific manipulation.
Could anything be' more reasonable
or natural?
The great success attending the
Cedeopathic treatment is sufficient
evidence of its worth. It is a new
force In science and grown In popu-
larity every day with the layman
If you suffer of any of the diseases
local to Padurah, you will find
,Osteromithy the quickest and surest




BROADWAY—The Rev, W. T.
Boiling, pastor. Morning subject;
"Former Times Compared With
These." No service(' in the evening
owing to eervices at the Chautauqua.
TRIMBLE STREET—The Rev. G.
W. Banks, pastor. Usual servises
ail) he held tomorrow.
THIRD STREET—The Rev. P. H.
Fields, pastor. Services wlll be held
at the tent on South Fifth street to-
morrow morning and evening.
GUTHRIE AVENUE—The Rev. T.
J. Owen, pastor. Usual services will
be held tomorrow. .
M EC II AN I CSBINOG—T he Rev. J.
B. Perryman, pastor. Usual services
will me held tomorrow.
Episcopal.
GRACE—The Rev, D C. Wright,
rector. Holy communion, 7:30 a. m.
Sunday school 9:3,0- a. m. Morning
prayer and sermon,- 1.0:45 a. m.
Evolving prayer and sermon. 7:30 p.
m. Monday being St.. Jolin's Day,
there will be services at 11
Baptist.
FIRST—The Rev. Calvin al.
Thompson, pastor. Morning subject:
"A Nameless Heroine." Evening
subject: "Three Views of a City,"
SECOND—The Rev. I,. G. Graham,
pastor. Usual services will be held
tomorrow, ..
TWELFTH STREET --- The Rev.
J. R. Clark, pastor! The Rev. F. M.
Wilson, of Bentisn, will preach in the
evening. Sunday school in the after-
FRIKNDSHIP-- The Rev. H. C.
Iseigh will preach in the evening. Sub-
ject: "No Condemnation."
Christian.
FIRST—The Rev. S. B Moore, pas-
tor. Morning siubject: "The World
Beautiful." No evening earittoe ow-
ing to service at the' Ohlititanqua.
Sunday *stool at 9:30 a. m.
TENTH STREET -- The Rev.
George H. Farley, peetor. The her.
John G. Brown, of Louisville, will be-
gin a reaffal toinorrpw morning.
Electric fans have been installed and ,
the public I. invited to attend the
revival. Cottage prayer serviose will
be held every afternoon at 3 oatiock
at the homes of the congregation.
and every evening services will be
liver anti stomach and bowel trou- held at the church. Tomorrow morn-
bles, nervousness, rheumatism, math- ing the Rev. Mr. Brown's talk will be
I tria, neuralgia, lumbago—ang of of an informal nature. Evening sub-
these' ailments yield readily to the ject; "The Guest of a Dream."
treatment. Phone me, 14417, or call
at my *Mee any time from 9 to noes (iertnan.
4oe4090 ile-frassme-keitail- be whim* Larrfffriitatt-.-..T144......Bairvl.„:::
tel yrs whet you can expect in your Grottier. miaow. ['semi services will
particular case. i be held tontorrow by -the Rev. Paul
Dr. G. B. Froage, 616, upstairs, Semite.
&roadway. DVSNOIDLICAL---The Rev, wit-
asksitmoonsissatiet wasesessase
SERVICES—Sunday, 10:30 a. m.:
Wecidnesday, 7:30 p. m.; Sunday
school at 9:3V a. m. _ Hall ante
Broadway. Public invited.
. Salvation Army.
Sunday morning, Fifth and Broad-
way, 10. a. in.; Fourth and Broad-
way, 11 a. m.; Third and Broadway,
2 o'clock; inside meeting at 3 p. m.:
Fourth and Broadway, 7 p. in.; in-
;hie meeting 8 is In. Meetings every ;




—Place your orders for wed-di g
tnvitations at home. The Sun Is
showing as great an assortment as
you will find anywhere, at prices
much lower than you will have to
pay elsewhere.
Little Girl (telling of the Garden
of Eden)--,- Yes, Mommy, Adam and
Eve lived very happily there till the







The most wonderful womau in the world.
Unparalled mystery. What is this mighty
power that has baffled the scientific world?
Lift3 10 Men. 10 Men Can't
Lift Her.
Biggest laugh of the Year










Ben T. Frank is the youngest yet
most prominent and envied member
of the Matinee club today. Frank
is the only memberof the club, who
has won three blue ribbons, two of
400% them being won in one meet. Frank's
"Ella Mack," which won a blue rib-
bon, in the meet two weeks age,
paced into another blue streamer
yesterday toeless B, and his "Harry
A." paced into the blue streamer in
the one mile heat special event yes-
terday. Frank has a passion for
fast and high bred horses, and has
nine head of fine stock in his stables.
prominent among them aVe Harry A,sale at R. D. Clements & Co.
Ella Mack, Cirrello and Eizie R.--Farley & Fisher, veterinarians,',Cirrello is conceded to be as finely a. 427 S. Third. Old phone 1345; new bred horse as can be found in west
'Kentucky.
'81 Ben T, Frank, who last week pur-chased Hare. A from Virgil Sherrill,-We give you better carriage and teueles nee), refused from a promin-better service for the money than 
eat I horseman of Nashville yesterdayis given by any transfer company
$650 ?or the pacer. Horsemen thinkAnsirica. Fine carriages for special






25e 2lattings for 19e
(Jo account of the late Season due to the unseasonable weather
and to the arrival of some of our import shipments, we have
on hand a heavier stock than we care to carry, and to dispose
of them at once we will place on sale on tarelitTenday Some
two hundred pieces of fancy carpet patterns in cotton werp?togaJapanese Mattinos which would be remarkibly cheap





-For Dr. Pendley ring 416.




-Fine carnations at 50c per doz-
en at Brunson's, 629 Broadway.
Gray's cafe, 404 Broadway. Noon-
day luncheon for lathes and gentle-
men 25 cents. A la Carte hill of fare.
-Earthquake carpet cleaner.
-Colored souvenir post-cards of
the city. Something entirely new in





sold only by Biederman.
occasions on short notice: also ele-
gant livery rigs. Palmer Transfer Co
-City subscribers to the Daily
Sun who wish the delivery of their
papers stopped jetuat notify our col-
lectors or make the requests direct
to The Sun office. No attention will
be paid to such orders when given
to carriers. Sun Publishing Co.
-For the beet and cheapest livery
rigs, ring 100, either phone. Cope-
land's stable, 419 Jefferson street.
-Have The Sun mailed to you or
any of your friends going away for
the summer. The address will be
changed as often as desired, and the
rate Is Only !Sc a month.
-Look for the opening of the
grand summer dance at the Eag:e's
Hall next Thursday evening, June
25, 1907. There will be a dance ev-
ery Tuesday and Friday eveuing,
dame beginning at 8:30. Good mu-
sic ve111 be furnished and In addition
, to _the dances Professor Leffers will
give two dancing lessons each week
for the benefit of those who cannot
dance. AShough Mr. Leiters is young,
he has accomplished a great deal in
his work, especially with the chil-
dren. -Perfect order will be kept in
the hall so that mothers of Paducah
can let their children attend the
dancing school without regret.
-Have you ever used Earthquake
carnet cleaner?
-Rev. N. B. Hardarnon, of Hen-
derson, Tenn., will preach at the
Christian Chapel in Worten's addi-
tion -tonight at 8 o'clock tomorrow
, morning, at 11, and tomorrow night
at 8 o'clock.
-Wedding invitatiork, announcs
menu and every cnaracter of en
graved work is. given careful, per
sonal attention at the Sun Job office
-Try the Earthquake .carpet
cleaner aud same time, money and
labor.
Worry is one of the things that re





There are plenty of
toxels in this lot worth
si.po and $1.25 each;
all linen 4mask, hem-




ioah's Ark Variety Store
3E1 BROADWAY
that with the proper coaching the
big pacer can be developed into a
star. . ,
Mr. George C. Wallace has sold his
Sarah McGregory, a ,highly bred
mare, to Mr. Fendall Burnett, The
McGregor mare won a blue ribbon
in the first Matinee club races, and
Mr. Burnett is contemplattpg enter-
ing the Matinee club and starting
the mare again.
Reviews to Get News.
Paducah Matinee club races will
be featured in the horse reviews, the
records being made by starters in
the meets, being better than the awe-,
age matinee races. Mr, John Farley,
chairman of the executive cernmit-
tee of the Tennessee State Fair as-
sociation. stated while here yester-
day that he would hand the re-
views the "dope," as -he felt Padu-
- ah races should be given a plate
Among the other matinee races.
"You need a few changes," Mr.
Early remarked. "You fellows should
offer cups and small prizes to incite
more rivalry, and tempt owners to
eet their starters on the eourse
quicker. These, races, judging from
he showing you slake on a heavy
track, are worth more than 25 cents,
Mr. Early's recommendations as
to cups and small earth prizes will
doubtless be favorably acted on at







Mrs. Frank Hill, 321.1 Madison
street, entertained Thursday evening
w;th a supper In honor of M. and
Mrs. Eugene Bryan. Those preec
were: Misses Ella Bryan, Ellen Hill,
Bertha Hill, Ruth Hill, Anna Hill,
and Messrs. Ed Rogers, Hugh Wit-
llama and Mr. Lynch.
Mr. Otis Mcdtrty, of Peoria,
WI!; arrive Tuesday to take charge of
the repairing department of J. L. R. Jr. Russell, of North Fourteenth Attorneys Hendrick, Miller & MarbleWolff's jewelry store. street. This is their first meeting in won the suit in the lower court, aMisses Emma Mayer, Lillian Bur- eighteen years. judgment for $8,2e5-0 being secured.dine, Floyd, Swift, and Lanni Thom-I_ Mr  _LL-C. _Hartley rtati-Urtley roa4-iosy--Es-ke the crate to theas Teac.hers In the public schools, home in Camelia after a three weeks' supreme court of the United States.will leave Monday for the summer visit in Waverly, Tenn.school of Knoxville, Tenn., where Miss Lena Hartley, of Camelia, re-they will take a six weeks', summer turned home yesterday after a pleas-course. ant %left to friends in Bardwell.Mrs. Fred Redfern, of St. Louis,
who has been visiting her sister,
Mrs. L. Robertson, went to Murray
this morning to visit.
Traveling Engineer Lloyd Grimes.
of the Tenneosee division of the Illi-
nois Central, arrived from Fulton
this morning.
.Contractor F. W, Katterjohn went
to Cedar Bluff this morning on busi-
ness.
Captain John leeebberetneened front
Fulton this morning.
Superintendent A. H. F.,r, went
IN THE COURTS
private car, ru.iazs. -He was ac-
companied by Trainmaster L. E. Mc-
Cabe and Traveling Engineer B. J.
Feeney. •
Mr. C. Q. C. Leigh, of Chicago, is
In the city.
Mr. John Mockinghammer, the Il-
linois Central tinner, is on duty
again after a brief Illness.
"Car hauler," the big engine turn-
ed over at Repton on the Evansville
dstrict of the Illinois Central lest
week, Is out of the round house end
once again in service.
Mr. Ellis P- endon left today for a
week's businees trip.
Master James Keegan, 1024
Broadway. went to Henderson today
to visit relatives. ,
Mrs. W. A. Usher and daughter, of
Mayfield, were in the city today.
Judge D. G. Parks returned this
Morning from ,3dayfleld where-he at-
tended court.
Mr. E. S. Kahn returned today
from the south, where he has been.
on a business trip.
Mr. Guts Covington, of Mayfield,
was in the city Weepy.
Miss Daisy eoynes, of Louisville,
who has been nursing Mrs. Frank
Parham, returned to her home to-
day.
Mrs. C. H. Weber and daughter
and Mrs. Fannie Baker, of -Green-
ville, rearmed to their home today.
after being the guests 'of Mrs. Will
Wright, 227 North Ninth street.
Here W. A. Berry left today at
noon for Evansville. where he was
called this morning by the illness of
his brother, 11, E. Berry. Mr. Berry
was operated on for liver trouble.
and is seiously ill, and there le not
much hope for his recovery.
Judge G. W. Duightd went to Mur-
ray today on a business trip.
Mr. H-ary Collins, of Memphis, is
visiting relatives in the city.
Mist; Crela Wilford, of Barlow, is
visiting Mrs. I. 0. Walker.
The Rev. 'and Mrs. J. W. Trion, of
Dresden, Tenn., are visiting Mrs.
Iron's parents, Mr. and Mrs. F. M.
eleG I ath ery of North Seventh et reet
Miss Margaret nee Iles, of May-
field, is visiting R. L. steedlee.
"The Rev. G. \V. Banks returned
Big Damages Sustained.
The court of appeals affirmed the
lower court in the tgaze of Robert ete
Steegod, edminietratoreef John E.
Stieegog, against the filinoin (lento,'
and the road may have to pay
000 damages and costs for the death
of Sheegog. May 6, 19413, John E
S Sheegog was an engineer on th,
Illinoie Central and at 'Mediu,
county, struck a mule. The trail,
was derailed and the engineer killed
Adjudged a Lunatic.
John H. Borders, 78 years old, a
prominent and wealthy farmer of the
Mr. Will V. Green returned last Camp creek section, was yesterday
night from Cairo where he attended afternoon adjudged of unsound mind
the "Egyptian Hustlers." iby a jury in County Judge R. T.
Miss Nell Thompson, 421 South Lightfoot's court, anti will be taken
Sixth street, is visiting Miss Jessie to Hopkiosville in a few days. He
Bell, of the county. 'recently tried to kill himself with a
Mr. and Mrs. 0. B. Starks and Mr. revolver, after threatening to take
Spencer Starks, 420 Washington his life several times. He owns a
street, returned last night from Cairo fine farm, and imagines. relatives are
where they spent the day yesterdayetrying to get rid of him in order to
Misses Irene and Viola Ullman re- secure his property.
turned last night from Cairo, where
they visited* yesterday.
Mr. Ben Thomas, of Calvert City,up. the Louisville division of the L- is the guest of his brother, Mr. 'Vie-linois Cenjia t eatibteeine in his tor H. Thomas, 320 North Stith
stieet.
Mr. Otis McIsughlin. of Mt. Ver-
non, lie, of the Fred P. Watson Pi-
ano company, is in the city on a bus-
iness trip.
Mrs. Cella Carney, of Mayfield, Is
visiting the family of Mr. Sam How-
ell.
Mrs. Addle Crutchfield Is visiting
the family of Mr. J. I. Hornsby at
Mayfield.
Rev. John Fralich left this morn-
ing for Paducah to attend the Chau-
tauqua today and then go to Kut-
tawa on a visit and to accompany his
wife home.-Mayfield Met-leer,
Mrs. Sallie Grant, of Farmington,
Is visiting her sister, Mrs. Bettie
Watson. 
In Bankruptcy.Nies. Rhode Cloves, of Mayfield, Is 




















Wifeyi suppose that In the old days,. when the cavaliers dressed
oantly, men had Easter hat, too."
Hubby: "Not if.thity paid for their wiville.4 •
SO 410*
County Court.
F. , G. Rudolph was appointed
committee for J. H. Borders, lunatie.
Circuit Court.
A-be Thompson sues Bessie Thomp-
son for divorce, alleging abandon-
ment. They married February 2.
1903, and separated April 10, 1904
In Police Court,
For administering severe corporal
punishment on Ella Hunter and her
daughter, Mary Hunter, William
Sanders, colored, was fined $30 and
"trimueengs" in police court. Other
cases: ' John Niehaus, breach of
peace, -$5 and costs; Joe Bush and
Ellen Bus, colored, immorality, con-
tinued; Virgil Delete. drunk and dis-
orderly, $20 and costs.
A
property in the case of W. J. White-
• Among those who went to Pa-
Ottb4ti"r"e+
head, bankrupt, was filed yesterday
ducah today were: Mack Glaeow, Hand 
will be heard July 3, at 9 o'clockg 
H. McGee, B. K. Kennedy, Brack 
An order of sale will be effective
Sullivan Will Ward, J L Stunston, July 5, if no just objections arc sus-, ..
DON'T BUY
An ox wagon to swing in.
get something tasy and com-
fortable.
Hart's New Low Swing
Is easy, comfortable, safe and
pretty, and the price is low.
Kum and C it.
16E0. 0. HART te& SONS CO.
Incurpora
WANT ADS.
Prince Walker, Paul McKeel, Walteistathed•
Andrew, Dr. J. L. Diemukes, Jr.., Deeds- Filed.
Ben Key, lindeev Hale. John Red-I Eliza Smith to J. E. Broadway.
den.-May-field Messenger. 'property in the Norton addition,
Dr. Wilson Brown and daughter, $454• •
Ruth, of Metropolis, are guests of Jacob Weil to Andrew Hurnburg.
Mr. and Mrs. George M. Dougherty.iPrePertY on Went Kentucky avenue,
• • Mrs. J. Held, of 1611 Poplar,$75-
streot, has for her guests her sister,' The estate of Minerva Simpson
Mete Luey-Slimpert, attitet niece, Mieslwas ordered, into the hands of the
Edna Cowling, of Metropolls.--Catro- public administrator.
Bulletin. The county saloon Beene.. of J.
Mr. A. F. Hull, of Philadelphia, Moore Whittaker was transferred to
will arrive Monday to be the guest of James (Bud) Quarles.
Mr. Rled Scott.
Mr. 'art! Sutton evil', leave, An Embryo Genius. Surely.
this ev g for kris home in Macon, A private sehool for boys on Madi-
Mo., for a two weeloe' stay. 'son avenue boasts of a pupil who un-
Mr. Evan Presser, traveling pas-idoubtedly is destined to high rank as
s•enger agent for the B. & 0. road.g literary genius. For some infrac
was in the city last night makingltion of discipline this boy was sea-
final arrangements for the trip of the,tenced to remain after hours and
Paducah Knights Templar to Sara-l write an essay of 200 words on birds.
toga, N. K. The party will take the This is what he wrote:
B & 0, out of Louisville, "I do not like birds, for in the
Mr. and Mee. Eugene Bryan re-,morning when I am trying to sleep
turned to Mound City this morningSthey keep me awake with their twit-
where they will make their home. !tering. twittering, twittering, twitter-
Miss Jessie Northington, of Wick-ing, twittering, twittering, twittering.
life, is the guest of Mrs. Frank H111.1 twittering, t Meting." And so on
to the exten of about twenty-five
words more. "And when I get mad
and turn over and try and try and try
and try to get to sleep they still con-
tinue to chirp -hirp, chirp, chirp,
chirp chirp, chirp." And so on as
his way to his home in Isoulsville. before. "Birds, too, are awful greedy
Mr. Little was graduated from theleoingo They don't do nothing all
Louisville Medical college this year. day but fly around and peck, peck,
J. C. Cunningham is seriously -tu peck. peck, peck, peck, peck, peck."
of stomach trouble at his home, 11201
Jackson street. 
And so on until the required number
,of words was completed.-New York
Attorney A. Y. Martin is In Louis- prepg
ville on business.
Miss Lizzie Quiesenberry. of Cobb, 
is visiting Judge and Mrs. D. A.
Cross, of 707 South Fourth st reet.
Miss Beulah Rogers. Ninth and
Clark streets, returned today after a
visit to Evaneville.
Mr. P. B. Fowler and daughter,
'Marguerite. will leeve 'tomorrow or
Lit e.Reelt, Ark.
r. and. Mrs. L. A. Mane.wal, of
t. Louis, are the outlets of Mr. John
L Smilbwick at the Palmer tiouse
Mr. Manewal Is the head of the
Manewal-Lange Biscuit company, of
St. Louis, which firm Mr. Smithwiek
represents in this territory.
Judge Malcolm Yeoman. of Hen-
derson, was in the city Ode)* on
business.
324) Madison street.
Mr. J. H. Litle, former sheriff of
Marshall county, was in the city yes-
terday on a business trip.
Mr. Thomas Little. of Benton,
passed through the city last night on
'last night from Benton, where he at- Sej..Isee.
teilded the Paris district conference
lof the Methodist conference., The Rev.
W. T. Boiling went to Beutou tuda,
to attend.
Mr. Bertram Brown went to Ban-
dana Spday to open a photograph
gallery.
Mr. E. T. Lucas of Memphis, Is the
guest of his brother, Mr Prank A
Lacae.
Mr. Frank Dean haft ret it nod (u -mm
Brookport, where he has been on a
business trip.
-Mr. 0, C. Lasher, wittier of the
Smithland Banoer, was in the city
yesterday.
Mr. Charles Russell, of Sikeston,
Mo., is the guest of his brother, Mr.
FIRE DESCENDS.
Alliance, 0., June r..1.-A del-
egation of 30 (-Miens invaded
the "Oft of Tongues' vamp
meeting near nil (Its I gli t. a rnied
with squirt gime. tilled with di-
luted aeide and turned the fiery
%flat upon it tormilipper%, as they
gathered atemt eke altar. ei •
Had their clothing burned almost
oft, and over a doom were In-
juretl. Bev. Mr. Luto.m,
leader, was wrionely horned.
Phyetchtne attendrit him all
night, ()Were have taken DO He-
tion.
It Is possible to take the right way
fe end yet to take life In such a
efiro&--J-ke.!1.4.
lpOtriat is a man arb.-, has po-
ll down to a point where he can
tots er a liar withont causing
trenb
If this is your date for
making a break to the tall
grass, foul( on this hat be-














EAT at Whitehead's restaurant
miToHEOLs for high-grade bicy-
cles', 326-328 South Third street. "
FOR DRY WOOD, Old Phone
2361.
PASTURE for rent.: Good grass
and plenty of water. Phone 334-2.
FOR heating and stovewood ring
437 F. Levin.
FOR EARLY breakfast Wood old
phone 2361.
WANTED-A cook, either white
or colored, 1622 'Jefferson street._
-BEST 25 cent meals in City at
Whitehead's.




DETROIT JEWEL gas range for
sale cheap. Apple 1014 Jefferson.;
FOR RENT- Furnished room.
414 Clark. Old phone 1166.
FOR SALE-Plane cheap. Apply
to 128 North Sixth. Old phone 1761.
HOUSE FOR RENT-Apply 1218
Clay.
SHORT ORDER lunettes a spe-
cialty at Page's restaurant, 119 South
Third 'street.
FOR Third floor iiirel•
Frank Just's barber shop, 117 N. 4th
St. Apply F. M. Fisher, Post Office,
-FOR REW-Nice five room cot-
tage, furnished, 1114 Jefferson, for
the summer months. Both phones 59,
WANTED-Position by steady
yOung ma-n with good education. Ad-
dress I., care Sun.
11(XMIS for rent-lintshee-iii
unfurnished, with or without board.
1309 Jefferson.
WANTED-To rent five room
house and stable. Address G. E.
Ficklin, R. F. D. No. 4, city.
FOR THEBEST sandwicheathile
and hot tamales, call at 111 1-2
South Third street.
CLOTHES cleaned an pressed All
work guaranteed. Solomon. The Tail-
or, 113 South Third street. Phone
1016-a.
C.--f-pin between Co-
Itimbia and 217 North Fifth. Finder
please return to Mrs. E. R. Mills.
316 Broadway and receive reward.
HARNESS, saddles and repair.
Don't forget Paducah Harness and
Saddle Co., 204 Kentucky avenue.
New phone 646.
ONE NICE furnished room for
rent. With all modern conveniences.
Gentienten preferred. Inquire at 713
Kentucky a-venue.
FOR RENT-- Four rooms, all con-
veniences, over my store. Solomon,
The Tailor, 113 South Third. Phone
1016-a.
WANTED-A 'stenographer to do
general office work. ,Address, giving
age, experience and salary expected,
"Industry," care The Sun.
FOR RENT-Five rooms with all
nonveniences for rent cheap 320
North 'Sixth street. Old phone 2174
or 53r. V. II, Thomas.
----WKSITED.-To buy a second-hand
gas range. -Must be in good condi-
tion. Address "H." care Bun ale.
stat ngeptice, •
PRESS BOY Wanted at once at
The Sun Job office.
SMALL pony and buggy for sale
cheap. Pollock, '133 Broadway.
FOR SALE-A little house and
21/2 acres of ground half mile east of
Lone Oak. Nice crop on it. Apply
at once and get a bargain. J. W.
York, R. F. D. No. 2, city.
CONTRACTOR WEIKEL and Mr.
Frank Hagerty have formed a part-
nership to do all kinds of plastering,
and the office Will be at Weikel's
office, 126 South Fourth. Estimates
cheerfully given at any time.
WANTED-TVenty to twenty-five
carpenters for building and reoair-
ing freight cars. Wages 2-5 cents
ner hour, -ten hours per day. No
trouble; steady work for competent
men. Apply to Mt. Vernon Car Mfg.
CO., Mt. Vernon, Ill,
WANTED-e-For U. S. Army; Able.
bodied unmarried men between ages
of 21 and 35; citizens of United
States, of good character and tern.
perate habits, who can speak, read
and write English. For information
apply to recruiting officer, New Rich.
mond House, Paducah, Ky.
GET OUT of the we. Jobs won't
be so easy to get next year. We can
use 500 machinists. Highest wages;
steady employment guaranteed.
Transportation advanced to machin-
ists, having first-class references. We
positively make no charge in any
way, manner, shape or form, for se-
curing jobs for machinists. Address
with references The National Metal
Trades Association, Cincinnati, 0.
Results the Same.
It is like the story of the farmer.
• "There are a gOod many voice,"
feline. Calve said, "that the world
will never hear beca se their owners
are too indolent to veto', them."
"Looking up fron his magazine,
the farmer said vehemently to his
wife one night:
" 'Do you know what I'd have done
if I had been Napoleon?'
" 'Yes,' she tinewered. 'You'd
have settled down in Corsica and
spent your life grumbling about had
luck and hard times."-Kansas City
Journal.
. People we despise are generally






You are hereby respectfully re-
minded that the first half of your
city tax is now due. This friendly no-
tice is intended to save you from
forgetfulness, which might eost you
10 per cent, penalty.
Would earnestly request all who
can conveniently do so, to call at the
city treasurer's office soon as possible
and thus avoid the crowd that usu-
any throng the office on the last few
'aye. Ten per cent. Is -added to all
unpaid June hills,. after July 1. Call




AM S DUFFY has removed his
tailor shop to -121 South Ninth street
near Broadway, v here he would be
tgdilisd to see his customers Clean-
ing aid *nods, neatly doss. Ota
pholle 462-s,
Ofitce Wei 1-2' Broadway,
PADUCAH. KY.
Telephone*. Office 330; readence
927.
Office Hours: 8 to 9 A m.:
p. .m, Sundays, 2 to '2 p. in,
rAcr.
t••••- r••••••••••••••••••••••••as!....• umarlmll•mmal•- -  Al••••••10.11.•••••••••••• 





• J. I. OF SCROFULA
?tents . nstnit 
VIes are carried from one generatiop to another.
t cbildrets, and so it got" ovealoWn the family
' thrEh tie
lifir for rs lead 'ear1 the taint is removed front the blood. Inspeo:jail), is tieis true of Scrofula, ter it ig a disease that is 'hod in the bone,"esti unlit" the Wood is pre .fie-11 and every trace of the trouble removed thealisetabie disease will firally undermine the entire health and wreck thelife of its victira. The osual symptoms of Serofula are enlarged glands ortelttote about the neck, which often burst and become discharging ulcers,intik eyes, Catarrh of the aced and throat, skin diseases, etc. The troublebeing so firmly intrenched in the blood often attacks the hones, resulting inWhite Swelling, or hip disease, while a wexy, pallid appearance Of the skin,logs of strengtLt and energy, and often lung affectioms, show that the disease• b entirely destroying the bright red corpuscles and rich, nutritive qualitiesof the blood: Scrofula being a constitutional disease, one affecting thetetire circulation, must lie treated with a remedy that builds up and WORLD. 
itself is punier a:together toe man tartb Is Press association just before ad-'
terengthens every part of the system, which has so long been denied the 
chance. It is toytng with the child a Plellfte
Strength and nourishment it should have received fromthe blood. 3 S S and (Mare health. journment in the evening, and a corn-
is the best of all blood purifiers and the greatest of all tonics, and is therefore 
somethirg inteoded to cure that very trouble. and former
A better way is to give the child a dessert mittee, consisting of President Brown'
the ideal remedy for Scrofula. S. S. S. searches out and destroys all germs, Washington, D. C Jibe 22.—Time and notinne better t th., _ ___ ____ _or ___e perpose is known lama oe, President Wallace and
taints and po;sons, gives strength, richness and vigor to the blood and cures leterst ate t:4;ni I:ICTk e 0011iniissieti has 
euri Caattieweiravsimpa sent alt never gripes Harry 'Sommers, was appointed to in- 1
that no signs of it are ever seen again, and posterity is started out in life steamer trust which Emperor William trans 
r Slm lacjett ilee csfsyo;iroculrimist and nave the ell/ ing snch a plane.
vestigate the feasibility of establish-
pidraniember 
Scrofula permanently. It ree thoroughly removes the trouble-front the blood teen teene up&zi to destroy an ocean 0the child will not refuse to take it. Bay rig/centwith a clean, pure blood supply, which is their rightful inheritence S 5 S.,, tor -u--- - - etakt Whose stoinich is in good working orderill Members Of the aseociation iron-
BIG SHIP TRUST
INVESTIGATION
Eitiperot• of Germany Said to
be Interested
Dictates to What Ports leads for





KENTUCKY EIHTolitel MAY START,
PAPER ellirl. THieetaELVES.
They Ate Beaty To fnqprporate For
($100.000 letnastripate
. Thembelveo
while theweerah„ ee-orwroi eeneuntentetiWeatiathebealing vegetable ingredieeswhich cempost it buile up every tart of the system. Book on the bloodand tneAlical advice free. VIE SrTIFT CO., ATLANTA, GA,
THIS BFAUTIFU TDREETIECE SUIT
$23.50-.
Thk but one e; ;hie mi.ey Nora and two-piece suits we
have. We would like to !hew throleli our, displays, feeling
sure we eau satisfy you 1:1!:: tot eioney on any 4pur-
eh are.
Oar :DOLLAR De) nee ANI) SMALL %VEEN I.Y PAYMENTS
plan is a boon to pee aed re to one eae who don't want to
make a big outiny at one time ir.:% tafurnahing our homea.
hy Cook in the
Old Way?
1
 Did you ever think











rmaey has tethered and in net likely to  h e 4ds and fe y4. diiit _41,,
The questions raised are of Vaal, trid- 
7 
arkup 
pabe l.r. Ei.kt ;th 7,1,11herRci ...k1 lo Dr. cardwed's 
rated that they are ready to for ma
siock company to raise ;100,000, or
- whicb he has a financial interest. Mrs. curry. et T;owbrict:ge, tor, aunt:tea use
1
tional and internatioirgl itnpartance. 4
,,,,,dera. )4 r.3,,,, „ . iev, e:, rritisitilifIn.. iti more, if necessary, to begin business.
They involve the rigbt of the United 




 good etonthdlitsionwoonli The object will be to supply whiter rear
paper to every newspaper in KentuaSnates government to exercise eon- derkdif yreonmea tTsrga'riell:laye:e"00 Mirmainmiveandol over ocean freight and passenge-r boob: and theispuguraitrr otfeeelingredte renteseiratilsvo
avsoatehedclatiFr:rates on shipments to and trom Amer-
lean- ports, Irrespective of the na-
tionality of the steamship Iitwo en-
gaged in the business of trainsporta-
nen ; whether the development of the
American merchant marine ts ti be
thronged by the- coercive tactics of a
German combination; and finally
whether the tariff laws or the Invited
States are to be nullified through the
action of a trust in giving lower
frenght rates to German shipments,
from Hamburg to Chicago for ex-
ample, than can be obtained upon do-
mestic goods transported from New
York to Chicago.
The questions are of such far reach
lug importance that. it is understood
the interstate commeroe commiesion
proposes to direct John H Marble, at-
torney for the COTI1MIF431011, who has
special charge of matters connected
with criminal prosecutions, to make
a thorough investigation. Mr. Mar-
ble's work will have the same rein,
lion to the ocean traffic situation as
that of Messrs. Kellogg and Sever-
ance in the Union Peelec inquiry had
te the liarrinran roads and indeed to
all railroads of the coentry.
Says German Co-.enrn :s a Trust.
The conditiqrn Mr. Marble will in-
vestigate has been reported by the
FREE TEST 1,Z7.,Ls rwithifttorboVatweirsawmatieTbroirtsit lbeir Wog by








10/Cawileen Bids.. Meat-melte, an.
tions via the Suez canal with Ger-
many. Other Lines reach the islands
of the Ih-tst Indies and every cone-
try of Central and South America.
Recently when the Hamburg-Amer-
ican Packet company acquired the
Worsrman line to West Africa Em-
peror William telegraphed to the di-
-rector general of the company ex-
pressing his great pleasure at the ex-
tension. .
Curb on American Commerce.
So long as this company grows in
power the development of American
commerce, it is claimed, will be re-
stricted. The Cosmopolitan Shipping
company insists that, as et has sto
obey, American taws. it is the duty of
the government to compel the Ham.
burg-American Packet company to do
!Cosmopolitan Shipping company of likewlea and should this not be done
I h iladelphta. whien operates . einee to etaeserts -there et e little use inetreTne
Rotterdam, Rolland, Leith, Semiarid: ieating further -legislation for tbetland Coptenhegrm and Denmark. This benefit of American shipping.
!comp:ply has charged that an iron' Atrother feature of the. operationead treat in traasatlantle freight car- of the Hamburg-American Packet1-:.ing has, been organized by the:company, which is the subject et Rhubarb 1 liamburg-Ameriean Paeket compann.lcomplaint, Is that the corperation has H.amIt asserts in Its complaint that this't, goe in-to the ;.enter of the United Lardcompany operates as a monopoly inletatta and apportioned traffic origi-reotrelot of trade in its aim-net abso-,tnatieg in western cities both as toIlute control of east-boundand westonharrecter and a'mount between etrkies • Luck for Babies.bound traffic between interior point 8 on the Atlantic. seaboard, dietat log "You mothers," said a collegeLa the tinned States and Hamburg. how much merehandiee shill go to girl, disdainfully, "have the silliestGermany, and farther that it main- Baltimore and thence to Bre-meal anti superetitionts about 3:our babies. For,eing a lay defying pool in New York how much mer,7nandise of another my graduating thesis I am compiling-.1y, which dictates be rail and class shall go to New York and thence the baby superstitions oftho world's
e 
The Cosmopolitan line submits lhing-'• Listen:
ints on the Baltic sea shall be ship-1
, wan routes by which freight for to Hamburg. ... mothers. They're the most ludicrotie• 
od, the percentage of traffie each copies of the; trust's rebate forms of "In Russia they turns a baby and-ameba') line in the pool, ehall'earry, contrnete showing how shippers are a kitten can't thrive in the same
house. They kill the kitten as soon
as the baby comes.
"In Spain they won't let a baby
under three see its reflection in a
Bananas
Orangennenen . en-IXTFaifs dozen
Apples  75 cents a peck
Chickens  2',c to Gel eente
Eggs  1.5 cents a dozen
Butter 20. cents a pound
- 5' nents bunch
17c lb
 12 1-'2c lb
Mothers and all others who have chil-
dren about the house cannot do their
families a better service than to tercetample and reliable remedies that cermet
caldren's ailments. elany grown peo-ple are suffering today :or the ignoranceor riegligeuce of those who had chargeof their bringiug up.
Children are prone to constipation,and if it isn't corrected early, the bow-els get in the habit of not working nor-
mally and soon chronic constipationresults that may last off and on allthrough life. Then children eat almost
continually and as a consequence indi-gestion sets in soon followed by worm,,or stomach pains, or diarrhea, cr any onse oftdoses other trembles. To ray tiiat it welight
e ruts', routes and rates to ehiepers'for liberal rebates in return for ex-'all over thee-limited States who for-tchisive Aliments by Its lines.
I ward goods to Hamburg and Balticports, and also awl lit (everts freightto nnd from American 'ports at its
own will without regard to the mat-
ural flow of trade, using coercive and
unlawful Methods to crush competi-
tion.
Its tires Beach Every Nation.
The power of the company may he
eatimnted when it is known that the
tonnage of its vessels is greater than
the tontrage.of all the eteramskipe Of
the United States large enough for
treneo-ean voyages. The complaint
p !loges that the combine in-ludes the
liatnburg-Amereenn Packet company,
Om North German Lloyd. the Wilton
lino, and the •Seanditravian-Ansorlean
elle, Moreover, its own lines or con-
t eetioris reach praetically every eoute:
; v 'hi the world. It has a foothold In
ports of Montreal on the north
Galveston and New Orleans on
ithe south.
It has rereched one long arm around
the world and romped tae port of
Portland. Ore., oat the Pacific cease
From Portland a line runs to Yoko-
hama an Shanghai and has eonitee-
ed the percentage of export business bribed and squeezed to compel them!that shall pass through Boston. New to submit to the monopoly. The TrIO•!York, Philadelphia; Baltimore, Nor- leopoly begins, it is claimed, with the'elk and Newport News 
'ista.te owned ritilroads in Germany,In other words, it is charged that wheel give rebates, and the eornpenytmirrot Otherwise they think it willills foreign corporation, hacked be iteelf forces all European shippers to igrow up nein, proud and cruel.nerman eo.e,„elent-, dirt-atm sign an iron:lads contract providing "In Roumania babies ale wear blue
ribbon's a-round their left mike, to
ward off evil spirits.
"In Hungary they think that if
you dregs a girl--baby--to--red she will
turn out bad.
"In India it is good luck for a baby







He I'm :treed yonenre fond of nil
ser term.
See-Well, I like It hotter than I like
tome of my admirers.
A Slight Misunderstanding.
A well knonn Boston lawyer says
that not long ago he was astonished
to see printed in sa newspaper a glow-
ing testimonial as to the benefits to
be derived from using somebody's
Curequiek. The office of the eon-
- tern • was located near his own and
be dropped in while out for his
lunch.
"See here," he remarked, some-
what forcefully,. when In the pres-
ence of the manager; "you have KIX
ed a testimonial allegadly from me
add) regard to your confounded stuff
—and I never took n drop of it In
my life. What do you mean by such
proeeedure
nig that so" the manager said,
reothingly. "Merely a slight min-
rirderetandine I assure you, sir, for
which I am very sorry. You see, we
understood that you had died recent.
ly. Take this down, please," be acil Either Plume No. 77.
ed. turning to the stenographer.
Agent for original AllegrettlNleinoranduin flhange signature to
$W91.4 - - • •"'"-- •
•
Estill Spriogs, Ky., June 22.---The
establishment of a mammoth paper-
making plant In eretapete w,th the
paper trust Was seriously considered:
to the final meeting of the Kentucky;
Litre Geri (after a domestic scene
with her mother)--- The best thing
for us to do, mamma, is to agree to.
a separation.—Transatlantic Taiss.
The min wno borrows trotible Is
little better than the one who makes
It.
Our Quick Service
Prescripti on Depar t moot
For the convenience of our
palonits we have egnIpped (tar-
9 selves especially for prompt and
efficient prescription service.
harper'. Weekly,
We have two bicycle messen-
gers on duty all the time and a
hurry call to Phone '77 will meet
with a hurry response always.
Our l'rescription Department
Is in charge of a Registered
Pharmacist of twenty years' ex-
perience, and only pure and full
strength drugs are used in the
compounding of pretoriptiona
Everything is done just as care-
fully as if you knew all about
the business and were there to
watch eaoh operation. We be-
lieve that kind of service Is ap-
precieted; the rapid growth of
our bliglikess shows it.
So next time the doctor leaves
a prescription at your house, just








ky at former prices, whieh in the
past few years have advanced 40 per
cent, The Eighth district league was
unable to make a contract for a long-
er period than six months`even
the advanced rates. The league-resin,
that it saves about 10 per cent Iry
organization.
TODAY'S MARKETS
Liettuce  5 cents a bunch
$1.eu a buslite
a bushel
 5 cents a box
  10 cents box
















10 cents a bunch
5 cents a bunch
 5 cents a head
2 bunches 5 cents
 15 cents a quart
 5 cents a box
11) cents quart
 3 for 25 cents
te cents a quart
Whether sloppy Or muddy,
Snow or rain,
A Paducah Home Telephone
Is always' the same.
Business Phones, Per Month - - $2.50
Residence Phone 3, Per Month - $1.50
— —
PADUCAH HOME, TELEPHONE COI, Inc,
 ellnillIMINIE101111•111111111111111111111111ko
American German National Bank
Capital   $230,000.00
Surplus and undivided profits  100,900.00
Stockholders liability  230,000.00
Total 111430,000.00
Total resources  .$08,1,41.13.2111
DIRECTORS:
W. F. Bradshaw, of Bradshaw & Bradshaw, Attorneys; • J. A.
Bauer, Wholesale Pottery; Louis F. Kolb, of Kolb Bros. &
Wholesale Drugs; it, A. Petter, of It. A. teeter Supply Co.; Boat
Supplies; C. F. Rieke, of C. II Rieke & Sons,Wholesale Dry Goode;
Masco° 'Burnett, Supt. & Treas. Pad. Water Co,
GEO. C. THOMPSON, President....
T. J. ATKINS, Vice President.
ED. L. ATKINS, Cashier.
4.1111111111321.1111.1 0~1amaatatnavstasstartsataemsraerisamora
A Man is Known by the Tele,
phone He Keeps
Pad ucah peciple demand the hest and we meet the
demands of the best people.
EAST TENNESFUTLEPHONE CO.
Green alleles  5c a quart
15 cents dozes SUBSCRIAUFOR ThE SUNuTEN. CENTS A WEEK
CITY TRANSFER .CO
Now located o I
itillauber'es$ 'Stable.






House wiring, electric plants installed.
Complete machine shop.













Office Phones Old 369 Residence Phones cue 726. New 369 N • w 726






Capital p. • gr ter S100,000
SurrIaa a *I l•   50 ,000'
ntockholders liability ... •i •  100,000
Total pecurity to deposit ors . , $250,000
Accounts of individu ale and firms solicited. We appreciate
small as well as large depository and accord to all the IMMO
ieurteotte treatment.
InterestiPaid on Time ileoestltas












ITHROAT RDLEH, or MOUT B




In moat cases are al,rect results
WEAK KIDNEYS and IN-
teLAMMATION Tile: BLAD-
DER. The strain on the Kld-
neya and inflamed nienibranes






Twts-_,dosese give relief, ad
one box wit cure any ordinary
case of Kidney or 131adder
trouble. Removes Gravel, cures
Diabetes, Seminal Emissions,
Weak and Lame Back, Rheuma-
tism and all irreguiarities of the
Kidneys and Bladder in both
men and women. Sold at 50
cents a box on the No Cure No
Pay basis by McPherson's drug
store, Fourth and Broadway,
sole agents for Paducah, or sent
by Mall upon receipt of price to
Lark Medicine Co., Louisville,
Ky.
The .first American gas engiue
tent, issued May 25, 1 S 4 4, w
granted to Stuart Perry. ..ewport, N
Y., for his two-cycle, double-acting,
air-cooled gas -engine. Perry Pro-
posed to inclose the cylinder and its
immediate appendages in a came,
through which cold air could be
blown by means of a rotary fan or
other blowing apparatus.
HEADACHE
, "Ny father had been sufferer from sick headache
for the lest twenty•dv• years anti never round al.y
miller until he heron taking your Qtr....trete Since
he's= begun taking Casearets he has nerer had
the headache. They have entirely spred blm.
Caaearets do what you recommend theffl to do.
will give you the privilege of using his name.'
&M. Die k son, 11= Resins/2.BL, W.Indianapolis, lad.
6esf 'For
The Bowels
Pleasant, Palatable. Potent, Taste Good, Do Good,Serer 'slakes, Weaken or (.ripe, 10c, 21c, Me. Nevertold In bulk. The genuine tablet stamped C CC.5,Marantecif to cure or your looney tack.
Sterling Remedy Co., Chicago or N.Y. 598
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. Ilvanswile sad Pedant!" Parket&
(DISLy Except Sunday.)
Steamers Joe Fowler and John 6
Hopkins, leave Paduoah for Evans
Ville and way landings at 11 a. m.
Special excursion rate now in ef-
fect from Paducah to Evansvilsk an.




Leaves Pacueah for Cairo and we.
landings at 8 a. to. sharpe, daily, ex
"apt Sunday. Special excursion rate
now in effect from Paducah to Cain
and return, with or without month
and room. Good music and table tin
surpassed .
For further Information apply to
B. A. Fowler General Pars. P gent, o
Given Fowler, City Pass Agent. a
Fogler-Crua.baugh & Go's. ease
'• Bo' obese. - blo.
LEE LINE STEAMERS
Round trip excursion rate%
(tom Paducah to Cincinnati,
$t. Louis and Slemphls, which
ins follows:
40 l'aducnh to Cincinnati aud
return  ;11.00
t. Lonis  7.50
Memphis  7.50





































T was 4 o'clock in the afternoon of
a tine tut chilly March day when
Philip regained Holborn with the
making a lump in his pocket and
Isaaestein's letter safely lodged in his
coat. The mere weight of -the gold
suggested an unpleasant possibility.
His clothes were so worn that the frail
calico might give way and every gold-
en coin rattle forth to the pavement.
So with one of Mr. Abingdon's shil-
lings he made his first purchase, a ca-
pacious tobacco poach with a snap
mouth, for which he paid ninepence.
Then he adjourned to an aerated bread
shop and ordered sonic refreshments.
While the waitress was bringing his
cup of tea and piece of cake he con-
trived to slip all the sovereigns but one
into the tobacco pout*
tie did this with his hand in the
pocket itself, and more than once there
was a pleasant chink as the coins fell
into their novel receptacle.
A Man sitting near caught the sound
and looked up eusplciously. Philip,
whose senses were very Much on the
alert today, realized that his action
was somewhat careless. Without even
glancing at his neighbor, he took out
his retnainiug couple of shillings and
the three pennies, and affeeted to count
them with a certain degree of .astonish-
ment, as if sonic were missing. The
ruse was satisfactory. The man gave
him no further heed and soon quitted
the restaurant.
Philip tendered the odd sovereign in
payment _of his bill. The girl cashier
seemed to be surprioed that such- a
regged youth sheuld own so large u
sum.
"All silver, please." said-Philip, when
elle begen to couut his change.
He would take no more risks if he
(mind avoid -them. Not a single police-
man In London would have failed to
arrest him at that moment were his
store of gold revealed by any chance
Yet Philip was rich honestly, and there
were Men driving away from the city
at that hour whose banking necounts
were plethoric with stolen money. For
their carriages the polieemen would
stop the traffic. In neither inseance
emit(' the guardians of the peeve be
held blameworthy, such IS the Inver-
tante of mere appearances.
The boy, during his short and terribly
sharp tussle with London life, had al-
ready gravel this essential fact, and.
with great skill and method. be set
about the task of altering his own
shabby exterior. h
In a side street leading out of Gray's
Inn road he found a secondhand
clothes shop. Here he purchased a
worn, b t decent, blue serge suit for
shil igs pence, a pair orboots for
oh nga, a cap for ninepeuce. a wool-
r 2 shillings and a linen col-
lar for thr
He haggled sufnciently over the bar-
gain to suit the ueeds of a scanty
purse.
"I've cut 'em dahn low epough," said
the shopkeenr neetrafully. "Things
isn't wet they was in the oleicid line,
let me tell yer. Not but what you do
want a new rig-alit."
"Yes," said Philip. "I've got a job
and can't keep it unless I look decent."
For the he of him he could not bur-
lesque the cockney accent, and al-
though be used the simplest phraseokt-
gy the man glanced nt hint sharply.
Philip tainted all his sliver and cop-
pers on to the counter. Ile counted out
10 ehillings sttspettee.
"Not much left, Is there?" he said.
"Well, look 'Pre," said the man
"flinitne fifteen bob. You're n siinrs
lad. You'll myke yaw w'y all right.
Net' time you want some duds come to
tue nn' I'll treat you fair."
"Thank you very pitch," said Philip.
considerably surprised by this generows
net. "I certainly will not forret you,"
"Yougean change in ray little hoc'k
room if you like. That lot you've got
an ain't wortb tykIn' 'o:ne."
"I am obliged for your kindnesa, but
I must be off now. ft Is late, and' i
have a long way to go."
"Where to? Hollowny?"
"No; eitywarti."
The clothes and boots were made up
in it parcel by this time. Philip hur-
ried away, glad to escape further (plea
honing.
Philip sprang into a bus for the Bank.
At the Royal Exchange he would catch
a green lois for the Mile End road.
It was elniost dark when he reached
the Bank. Thula far the comnibustes go-
ing east were not crowded. Now the
situation had changed.
The human eel.* In that throbbing
fritter of life was seeding off Its PIWI8In
II) all points of the cowl/nets nod the
enstberund vehicles were boarded by
III eager crowd almost before the pas.
,engers arriving at the terminus could
descend
A poor woman greatlyeliampered by
a baby was struggling *Rh others to
()Mahn a sent in the Mile End mewl bus.
Philip, coining late on the scene, saw
her swept ruthlessly Riede by a time-
lier of men and boys. Tbe'contitichor
Jerked the belirope several times.
There. Wan no more room,
The woman, 'white faced and olisap
wave+ lee Remold with a •
/we ghee • .ilar eat) to take her
to her destii. no nothing of
the sort. But he stud.
"Keep clog* to me, I will get you •
*eat In the /seta butt."
Nib, I wish you would." she said.
with a wan smile "I -
have walked here from Shepherd's
Bush." ,
"Tinit's a long way to carry a baby."
"What could I doh People won't
take care of children without payment.
I heard I could get work in a laundry
there. so I went to look afthr
There's nothing to be had down our
way, is there?"
'Things turn up suddenly," said
Philip.
"Not for the .poor, my Ian. I fear
you know that without my telling yeti.
But you are young and will soon be a
man."
Her wistful tone went to his heart.
"Didn't you succeed at the laundryr
he inquireil.
"Yes; 1 ought to be thaukful. I can
earn ti shillings a week there. I start
on Monday."
"Isn't your husband at werk?"
• "He is deed. Poor fellow, he caught
cold last Christmas and was buried in
Jonnains God only knows how I have
lived since. If it wasn't for the kiad-
ness of neighbors, baby and I would
have starved.- I can 111 ah'ord this tap-
tit I can't walk any furthee."
"Well, looki.aut new," he said cheeri-
ly. "rlere's our bus."
As the vehicle drew up he caught tke
brass rail with hie left hand a:“.1 wewl-
ed off acosanints with the bundle nude:
his right arm.
"Quick," he said to the wbman as
soon as the people inside had descent's:-
ed. "Jinni, in." •
Site essayed to do so, but was rudely
thrust aside by a young man who had
paused eta the roof to light a cigarette.
Philip sprang onto the step and behtod
the young gentleman in the ste-eeach
with his parcel, causing the otheesto
sit dowu heavily en the stairs. The
boy caught the woman's. arm . with his
dinette:toed bantrand pulled her up.
He dived in after her. •
"You young"- roared the discomfitel
smoker.
'Ilre: Come orf of it," said the eon-
(teeter. -Why_ didn't ye- pit dahn be-
fore? D'ye Wind a lift?"
Others hustled the protesting one
out ayt the way. .
"Confotmd the East End, I say!" he
growled SS he eiTIAS411 to the Mauslos:
Hohse. "What the .deuce Lady Loeite
Aforiand wants to keep on settling me
to that wretched mews for I ea'?
imagine. Anyway I can tell her this
time that the place is empty and Will
be pulled down next week."
And thus it wall that Philip collide!
with Messrs. Sharpe & Smith's clerk.
detailed by the anxious Lady Merhted
to diseover his whereabouts. They
met and infimped Into each other In the
whirlpool of Lemke' just as two ships
might crash together by night in laid.
Atlantic and draw apart with ruffled
feelings, or scraped paint, which is the
same thing. without the slightest
knowledge of each ether's identity.
Within the omnibus the woman was
volubly grateful. She had a kindly
heart and timidly essayed questions RA
to Philip's relatives, hoping that she
might make their acquaintance.
"I'll be bound, now," she said, "that
you have a good mother. You can al-
ways tell what the parents are like
when sv ou see the children."
"My mother was indeed dear to me,"
he replied sadly, again driven out of
himself by the mot/rani recollections
thus suddenly Wain:end. "but she is
dead, lost to me forever."
Some people in the bus ceased talk,
tag. They were attracted by the
strong, clear voice of this nnkempt
boy, whore diction and choke of words
awe so outrageously opposed to his
garments. Luckily the silence warned
him or his new friend's sympathy





We take pleasure in announc-
ing that we now have Denatured
Alcohol for our trade. It Is to
be used for burning purposes
only, as nearly every one now
koowe, but fair Use in the arts
and mechanics it is the most
economical and satisfactory fUe
known. " 1
Cheaper than wood alcohol, it
also burns without any pf its
offensive odor. Next time try
it in your chafing dish or alco-
hol heater; it will be a revela-
tion to you. Be state to phone
WINSTEA D'S, for no other
Paducah druggist handles It.
both Phones 756,
15e Pt. and bottle; Sc rebate
for bottle.
25c 1 pt. and bottle: 10c rebate
for bottle.
33c 8 pt.:Ascot bottle: Inc rebate
 • -1-frii-biylireT----
SA. WINSTEAD





-Poor thing! And is y our father
dead too?" •
"Yee. lie died long ago."
"Where do you live now?"
"Oh," lie said, "I have been staying
in north Loudon, but wilt leave there
coon. cud I have not settled anything
definitely at present. Where Ls the
laundry you spoke Of? I will call some
day if 1 way aud learn how you are
getting
-1 will be so pleased. It is a little
Place iii James street, the only out.
there Ash for Mrs Wrigley."
"It is lucky you understand laundry
work or things might go hard with
you."
She laughed pitifully.
"I don't, They asked me if I was a
washer or an ironer. I thought wash-
ing required least experience, so I said
I was a washer. I am quick to learn
and will watch the other women. If
they find toe out, I may be discharged."
"Oh, cheer up!" he maid pleasantly.
"I don't 'suppose you'll find it very
hard."
Her VOICO sank almost to a whisper.
"It Is not the work I dread. but the
aurrotandings. I walk a eehoeiteacher
before thy marriage. My husband Writ;
nn electrical engineer. We put all our
eavhage into it little business, and then
--the end came."
"Not quite the end. I am only a boy,
but I've had ups and downs enough to
know that the beginning of next week
nnay be a vern difterent affair to the
end of this. Goodby."
They were passing the London hos-
pital, and he thouedit it prudent to
alight at seine dletaucenfrom Johnson's
Mews.
"Well, Cod bless you, anyhow," she
mild earnestly.
"'E's got 'Is 'ead sere‘ved on tight,
that lad." commented a man sitting
next to her.
"Better than that, ,he has a good
heart," said Mtg. Wrigley. Most fortu-
nate Mrs. Wrigley-to have enea.untcr-
eti that hour, which he deem-
ed the blackest in her life.
He hastened through the familiar
bustle of the .busy thoroughfare with
heightened expeetaucy, It is true, but
devoid of the least fear that his meteor
had been • discovered. His mother
Auld take good care of it. Why, the
mere chance remark of the womnn he
had befriended showed thnt her gentle
spirit watelted over him wherever ha.
went. Here was a stranger, ii sad toil-
er among the millions, who went out of
her way to praise the goodness of one
she had never seen. He laughed joy-
ously. •Mrs. Wrigley should have fur-
ther cause to blest; his mother's inene
Dry.
He passed O'Brieu's shop. He saw
the eel man seated behind the counter.
Should he go in? No. Better keep
wholly to himself at present. Yet he hes-
itated. Which was the more judielotes
course, 1r) remalu hiddeu, unknown, or
or to drop quietly into the groove where
he was recognized? With rare perspi-
cacity for one so young, ban reneeted
that only five days had elapsed since
he bast saw the old pensioner. The
period bulked largely In Philip's We;
in chBriennt It would be as naught.
Yielding to the second thought, he en.
Wrest the shop.
"Glory be to God. Phil. but itnioniself
Is glad to IllPfe ye!" cried his old [chat.
"Where have ye bin to, at all at all?
Have yee heard what the murtherIn'
war office is nfther doire to me? I
[invent had a sowl to sphake to about
the thrombi° they've put on me lin me
mind age."
Tills was not strictly accurate.
O'Brien had pestered the whole 'neigh-
borhood with the story of his withheld
pension and the preposterous Oahu
made on hjtn by wane red tape enthu-
siast in Pull Mail But his plaint ef-
fectually stopped all further reference
to Philip's disappearance. As to the
"bit o' shtone" that was "naythttr
alum nor lime." lie hadn't a word ta
say.
Philip borrowed a spade, a small
sweeping brush and a strong sack with-
out evokiug the sliettest comment
from the pensioner. who diticouried lii
cessantly on the iniquity of the -zee,
ermint" and whose farewell reruarh
dealt with the attempt. to rob him of -a
hnndred gowiden sov'rins."
Decidedly the boy wag in luck's way.
He had secured some necessary Imple-
ments without attraeting any ntten
non. Wanting a fat orable opportuni
ty, he ',Doped unseen into thy sheen of
Johnson's Mewei. Ile tried the door of
No. 3. It was locked. He inorrted the
Ley and entered. The darkness within
wee that of Mier lift:Hoe:we hot tr-
amped tits hapeintuleSta on the floor
told I ioisiel tine dew laehltel him.
Th:n ihnu crops! Ills doubtful path ti
Cm plant nip Mel! It liere he had 'left ,
enswette milli tog of metehree Hist Mears
crunched as he went oin what he knew
to 100 mostly diamonlie, anal he ntrill-
bled over ttle mattress In front of the
noetinice. Yes. the- candle WilA there
Sean be had 'n light. The tiny gleam
Med the Mack certain, and he tourney -
e I his domain. A Mingle glance whew-
ea hint that all thing:; renininctierotet'y
it t be loft them on Seturday morning.
Tfie pieket of lettere rested on the
broken chair, the old sack was stuffed
fib the window and the rope-that
never to be forgetiou wipe -dangled
from the hook to n Melt he had fasten-
et' It.
The night brought a lump lute his
taront. He sunk to Ida knees, pressed
down, lie felt, by some superior power
"Mother," be said humbly, "forgive
3110 and usk God 4t') I'm give me for
strhat I t1-01111 LDIVe done were you flat
it-Mateo: over me."
.(Continned In Next Issue.)
WILLIAMS' CARBOLIC SALVE,
Alt?fICA and WITCH RAWL
The best Salve in the World fie
Cnts, Bruieles„ Sores, ricers. So' t
Rheum, Tatter, Chapped Bands,' an -I
all skin eruptions. It is guaranteed
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1 Cal., 1:t, ,,r ;allele for CATALOGUE and full p, , ticulars. Special I
WILL SI' MMER DISCOUNT NOW ON. POSITIONS eccured er MONEY SACK
PAGE SEVET,
Great Summer Discount
Judge L. Barry, 4if Itettioe, Ellected l idle Colleges. 18 Wt.:11110. SUAAVSK.
(1lJlhhsul of Neongiaper College Incorporated.
League.
- DRAUGHON'S COLLEGES
Address Drauglion l'Ettt tit at .1
The First District League of Edi-
tors, was formeti Eatill Sprinnr-
by the t.ditors of several of th,
papers iu the First Congressional dis-
trict. The league le modeled on the
plan of similar leagues in the Eighth
and Ninth dispects and it la expected
that every paper in the district w:II
join the•organizatIon. The pre:Milne-
ry work oniy was done here today
and a meeting will be held later in
Paducah to complete the work. E.
Barry, of Benton, was c:ected clotir-
men and John Lawrence of Cadiz
15 elected secretary.
Longfellow's Acadia,
Evangellne's Acadian village lay
in the midet of its fiells. some dis-
tance from the water, but the mod-
ern Grand Pre ruins down to the
beach at the mouth of the Gaspereau.
where the exiles were embarked--
a scattering handful of white cot-
tages and plashy farmyards • with
weather beaten fish houses and high,
rickety wharves along the river—Es-
sex, for instance. Frotu the beat
every oueook is a luminous criticism
of Longfellow, showing how well his
Imagination caught the quality of
the country that he never saw and
how curiouley he failed in placing
and in combining the details cf his
vicarious informaticin. The British
ships which role at anchor "in the
Gaspereau's mouth with their can-
non pointed agaiest Us," must bave
been equipped with modern artillery
to, reach the ancient village. Again.
all the country a-bout Gruel Pre is
marsh meadow, below the level of
high the, and reclaimed by the dikes
of the early ttlers from a mere'
salt marsh. There is no primeval
forest in the vicinity, nor could there:
ever have been. Apt! the most fans-'
ous description of' the poinne--tikat!
wherein
"---the deep voiced neighboring
ocean
Speaks, and In accents disconsolate
answers the wail of the fore/
is a beautiful, defitnce of geography.
The basin of Minas is as lam" locked'
as New York harbor. There is
nothing like surf within ten or fif-
teen TM:es of the Gaspereau valhayi
FO those poetic pines must have had
kern carte—Travel Magasitte.
Muskoka the Beautiful.
• Do you know the place? If not,
your pleasure has suffered. Take a
free trip, a mental little journey
through Muskoka by asking for that
handsome Muskoka Folder issued by
Che Grand Trunk Railway System—
it contains a large map, lots o$ views,
and a fund of facts. Take the journey
some evennig after supper with your
wife and children. Then slam the
door on the doctor for 1907 by tak-
ing your family on a real journey
through the Muskoka district this
rummer. Loss than a day's journey
from principal American cities. The
Ideal Famliy Resort. For all partic-
ulars anti handsome illustrated pub-
lication free, apply to W. Robinson,
506 Park Building, Pittsburg, Pa.
"Why Mary," sail her mistress, "I
told you to tidy up my moth an hour
ago, and here it is in terrible disor-
der." 'Yese mum, anti I aid." said
Mary, "but the master came in to
put on a clean collar, mum, and he
lost the stud."--London Tatier.
NEW STATE HOTEL
MbrIrROPOLlie, ILL,
D. A. Bailey, Prop.
Newest and best hotel in the city
Rates $2,00. Two large gamut.
morns, Bath rooms. Electric Lights




SA N TA L- M I DYStandard remedy ter Sleet,Gonorrkes and Runnings
IN 48 HOURS. Cures Kid-
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GRAYSON SPRINGS K.
Most noted watt rs and baths in Americo
THE IDEAL. FAMILY IL8OIT
Electric lighted, Steam heated, Capacity os00 guests.
No Mosquitoes, No Malaria. Twenty Distinct Springs
BATI1S-Sulpliur,railsubdin,g\:ap, nia. at 
Massage.A hIUSEM E NTS-Dancing, Bowling, Billiards, *Tennis, Hunting.
Rates Si is $101! per week. S25 !a S37 50 per mak Special Rates to innate Pulls
Chi.Creo. Reduce Rolm! Trip Rates el tR le over One Central Retired.
MERCICE BROS., OWNERS AN) MANAGERS GRAYSON SPRINGS, IT.
Can be enjoyed in safe delight MANIT0
tin the STEM. STIAMSHIP
OR COMFORT, REST t ID PLEASURE
it offers an u neq u led aPortun ity
First Class Only-Passenger St...-v:ce Exoiusiveiy
Modern comforts. electroc lr.,hting; a,, obidint boat equipped In, pw,plii
eh., trav.1 right. Three Wailer. Weeli, between chicago. rrent.
feet. Charlevoix. PriooLey. Illarhor 'eeriest+ and Matti/tat Ward
tumnele• Inv.,. for Drt relit Dulath arnI all a•te ra and
tlaandlan ride*, alkm. our A. ewk-encl BUM LOPS
Men. lent. Tern Rooklete and it.wervation, erears,
103. BESOLEMEIM, O. P. A. alanitou Steaakshia Co., ChiCacut
O. JP ....rirowageestiroe,"
AKE BREEZES
a the r-Lo vie
A e .ean-bred thinks as much
of his sons as a gentleman-born does
of his grandfathaers. To be childless
is to be a failure in the_eyes otbdur
typieal bettedhele Aileen:ens lave
qualified often as bad husbands—
idiosyncrasies and heredity assisting
-but as a parent the .anterican man
is the marvel of the world. Vhen
he has wealth, he gives it to his chil-
dren like a prin:-.e. When be is poor
he 'toils for them like a slave and
never mentions his labor, thankfully
accepting the crhinbs that fall from
love's table. To hmother-love" poets,
and painters have paid Hob tribute.
To "father-love," who?
How Waxeth our benediet with the
cereil;ie of time2- In nierstege he ex
pected to find woman's "elute" lias
he? He is within your bailiwick, my
brethren: inquire, As a benedict Ia
the way he should go; goes he. Tries
he to walk cireumspectly every day--
aye, and night. Sometimes he tarries
with the revelers, e'en where Bacohus
is kites. For, sime nolomon's reign.
men of splendid lineage have looked
too long upon the wine when it was
red; but while. their legs have be-
(time thelir masters their tongues
have remained thaer slaveh. For in
his cups a gentleman is still a gentle-
man. I'VI:11 if a foolish man,----Minna
Thomas Antrim in March Lip-pin-
colt's.
PILES! MILKS! PILES!
Wilhams' Indian Pile Ointment will
cure Blind, Bleeding and Itching
Piles. It absorbs the tumors, allays
itching at once, acts as a poeulee,
gives instant relief. Williams' Indian
Pile Ointment Is prepare.! for Piles
and itching of the private parts. Sold
-by druggists, mail thic and $1.00.
 ' M'f'g _Co., Props.. Cleve-
land, 0.
FLOWERS t
For beautifying your rants and
estimates on flower beds we
will call and see you, Phone -
Schmaus Bros. for the. largest -
and most ciniplete stocit of
dowers and plants in the city.
Free delivery to any





REMOVED TO THIRD AND
The less at one pays to
his critics, the quicker they will quit
criticising hint.
Progress never travels far behind
the man who walks the way with
ant bit ;one.










Leaves Paducah for Tennessee !liver
Every Wednesday at 4 p.
w. , ....... Master
EUCIENE ROBINSON Clerk
This company Is not responsible
for invoice charges unless colleced by
the clerk of the boat
KENTUCKY. Special excursion rates from Padv-
took Binding, Bank Work. Legal cah to Waterloo. Fare for the round
trip I S.01) . heaves Padneith everyand 'Library Work a specialty. Wedmanday at -1 II. 111.
Enjoy, -
the Delidlifsi
of a Lake Trip4..
Spend your vacation on 'the Great
Lakes and travel out tho large. Imre
anti comfortal,le steamers of the
Li. .t C. Line. Your I ticket agent
a ill sell you. through tickets via ilo%
P. .t c. Line to for rd'fitt Lake Re-
sort,. A ntammot It near tater cost-
ing $1.250.31115.(X) will he in . 1..Mlasion




Leave Dvt,,t do .y • • • • 3.3) P. M.
Arrive Clev stand daily - ----f,530 A. M.
Latin Ckrt.land daily fjl P. Al.
Arrive Detv.rit  =IL U. W...1nmAstv St Cr-dart ) A. M.
Poor Trips pot yr.** •onnmpenttne Jan. itik.Tri-Wsekly Darlisid Trio lietswert Detroit awl lie...Mad daring Jely and Surma. Y.,14. June,
IMh to pe.enolav boa the C..& Leto •Mt-omma•ttlasnlatKoadalls betwasaClettlatti, rot-in-nay
sad TON&
Send • St. rent 'fawn f.r pantph A.I.Invw, L. O. tt•Ma. II. P. S.. Setrt.rt, no,
DETROIT & CLEVELAND NAV. CO. 15, 5. M•NESIKI Pr... A. A. ,th•II‘II;ImIel
41111MIMIS 
MACKINAC DIVISION
Lv•Teedo Mondays & •Ss...rdays 3 I'S. U.
' •Toesgsys & Toorsdayn 4 0)5. U.
Lv Detrott Iltondsys &..50'..rdays 5. Si P. M.
For a tonic orstimulant there is





as it is aged by a natural











Surprise for You Tonight
We have gathered together a lot of
odds and ends in Corsets. They are
such brands as Royal Worcester,
French Flexibone and Thompson's
Glove Fitting. There are all shapes
and sizes in the lot. Tonight we will
place them on sale from 7 to 9*
o'clock at-well the prices will be a
surprise for.you.
Only One Corset to a Customer
eseetteesesseea .:44,e,enrote utiwhtiery in the near future except
0-- on aiatint of cuetomary midsummer
DUN'S REVIEW.
EffelelKeffieffidiSSEIffereffitheis.Teldiessiiffiesgetff
New York, June 32.-R. S. Dun
company's weekly trade and business
report follows:
Weather (!00(11 t ions throughout
the country are reported as season-
able for the first time in several
months and response is immediate In
all branches of business while crop
prospects have improved greatly.
With scarcely an exception the week's
news is encouraging, especially from
the west. - teentitt#nee- arrows- -with
crops, and orders come forward to
leading centers for large fail atd-
winter shipments of all classes of
merchandise.
Most of the manufacturers are
fully occuiped on old contracts and
there is lints prospe,t of much idle
repairs and inventories.
Some bungling operations have
been deferred by monetary or crop
uncertaluties, but a large tonnage of
shapes is offo•rede each week partic-
ularly in cennection with :ailway and
bridge work.
Lees activity Is reported in the
primary market for etitton goods, but
there is no evidence of weakness. On
the contrary several quotations are
higher, print cloths ruling close to
5 cents. Many tines of fancy wool-
ens have been opened anal prices rule
about the same as last year a few
virelettee-71-o-r-aa tfrire-hlkher. me
eastern wholesalers have placed Mtge
contracts with New England show
manufacturers, but as yet the trade
Is still light.
Returning salesmen report that job






PAR AHEAD OF PADUCAH'S.
rilE PAD CICATI VENING SUN.
-r-SANTELLO OR S
To DO#N, BRAWNY BUTCHER
WY ON THE MAT.
Small Turnout To ̀11'itness Wrestling
Match in Nlechaniesburg
Last Night.
On account of the small attend-
ance. due to the fact that Shamrock
Hail in Mechanicsburg is so hard to
locate by "downtowners", no boxing
and wrestling match was held la it NO
night between Hermann Santeilo and
five lora; wrestlers and "Kid" Nola
and "Young" Murphy. There were
WILLSON READY
TO BEGIN FIGHT
Will CanVASIM Every County in
State of Kentucky
It Is Rumored that Judge Dearing
Will Be Manager of His
• Campaign. •
TAFT NOR ANTI4AFT.
only 25 sports in attendance, Louleville, June 22. -Augustus E.beiees
being in majority, and Santeno* Willem', Republican nominee for gov
manager announced that the feature mixer, announced that he will begin
matches would not be pul:ed off un- his campaign early and that he pro-
Di Monday night. He fixed the plates poses to make a thorougt Cl/14%:aad
at Eagle's hall. To entertain those the stete. In fact, he stated at a
present last night. Santello went meeting of the Republican nominees
against Billy Walters, the well and some of the members of the Re-
known saloon man of Third Anil publican state ceetral committee yes-
Washington streets, add Leslieterday morning that it was his de-
Jones, a )oung butcher of Mechan-'sire that preparations for the cam.-
iceburg. Walters did not make ;ae;paign be begun at once. The meet-
good showing against the.hig wrest-,ing lasted only a short while and it
sr as did Jones, who caused the tor-i was agreed that anothet meeting of
eigner to work overtime before he:the candidates would be held next
flnaily worded the local boy to theiwc,thieaday in the Republican state
mat. Joie* worked Santello for a headquariers In conjunction with
fraction *ter f4 'Minutes, and his, Richard P. Ernst, chairman of -the
s ark wamepplaufled by all, even state central committee for the pur-
Santello altIrlitmenting his strength pose of discussing or selecting a cam-
and endurance. He declares that paign committee.
Jones has in hint the making of a
Aleitit quirk and with
oo.
Judge lk.aring as Manager.
It is not probable that all the can-
didatos will be present at the meet-
ing Wednesday, ,owing to the fact
that the speaking during the cam-
paign will be done principally by the
nod:its:we for governor. While the"Cairo may be behind Padueah in
civic improvements and in other subject of a chairman of the cam-
ways, but there is one thing she ex- paign committee was not mentioned
els in, and that Is in decorating f at the meeting yesterday, it is belies,-e
public ,celebrations," 
or
declared a ed that Mr. Willson will have the
Paducahan who returned thie morn- -naming of him. Unquestionably, if
log from the Hustlers' celebration at Judge William G. Dearing was not
n officeholder, he would he namedCairo. "The way Cairo is decorated
rn-and illuminated would make Padu- as chairman of the campaign co
mittee, but whoever is named, Judgecab- citizens feel ashamed of them-
Dearing will be mighty close to him.selves. Cairo at night Is ablaze
with electric light. On the principal Judge Dearing is recognized as a
streets incandescent lights . are splendid campaign manager and was
rung if ffi1erVa7T-i '111-Tif9ifes act vieln---behilr taT-SIT-.. Winston prior
along the pavements on both sicres, to the state- convention. Other names
and at many street intersectisns mentioned in connection with the
there are arches of light. Cairo. iu chairmanship of the campaign corn-
fact, decorates and illuminates prop- mittee are W. Marital! Mind and
erly, and Paducah will have to hes David W. learleigh. Mr. 'Willson
said last night that he really had not
given the matter much thought, but












have all the above styles in stock in Patents, Viele, Gcn Metal, Golden
Brown Kid and White and Gray Canvas. In addition, we have Men's,
Boys', Misses' and Children's Oxfords. Our proposition should be interesting:
Zug Zefore Juhg 1st and 5et Ykein Yialf
doled When "feeded.
We will half sole free of charge, when needed, any man's, worusn's, boys' or
girl's Oxford gold between now rind July 1st. Either welt or McKay sewed,
turn work, and charge sales are barred.
Sin Otis Me
111.98 Buys Woman's Patent Kid, were sold at $2.50 and $3.00.
$2.80 Buys Woman's Patent Colt Welt, were $3.00. *1.50 Buys
Woman's McKay Oxford, cheap at $2. And other bargains throughout our
stock of low cuts. Cut sale price on misses' and children's tan sl.oes.
"Confound That Pen!
It spurts and catches, blots and scratches.
It is simply no good; that's all."
HUNDREDS of users say this about the ordinary steel pens. If they would use our No 97,Hunt pens, with roundest point, one trial would convince ',them that these pens are the
"best in. the-world "
OUR SPECIAL OFFER UNTIL SEPTEMBER. 1st
Buy a box (12 dozen) for 50c. Give them a trial-use a dozen or two dozen of them, and if you
are not fully satisfied, bring back what you have left of them and exchange them for a full box
of any other kibd of pen.
•••-•••••*.
Isn't this fair to you?
• -.•••-•raprol: • , ••••
.E. WILS-ON, TheiBoolc-ind-Ifusit_ Man
At Harbour's DepartniFfir Store.
intended to between now and the
meeting Wedn eed a y .
Mr. Willson said yesterday that he
would probably rest up for two weeks
and then open his campaign.
The Platform.
In reference tot the platform Con-
gressman Langley said:
"All this talk about our platform
being a Taft or anti-Taft platform is
absurd. It is simply a Roosevelt plat-
form-nothing more, nothing lees. It
means that we are for the nomina-
tion of a Roosevelt man in 191)8,
and k renders eligible for the notnIt
nation, so far as the question of poli-
cies is concerned, every man who
can, in good faith, indorse the fink
part of the resolution, which indorses
so unqualifiedly the Roosevelt ad-
ministration..
"The resolution was not a vietorY
for anybody, but simply a concession
on the part of the majority of the
committee which agreed to the inser-
tion of what they regarded' Ms 'super-
fluous language, in order to avoid a
minority report anal a discussion on
the floor of the convention of the dif-
forenee between tweedle-dee and
tvceedle-eum. I helped to frame the
Mt. Sterling platform. Within forty-
eight hours previous to that time I
had had quite a long talk with the
le-est-dent. I sin not at liberty to
taste what was said, but I will take
- lie responsibility of saying that he
does not regard language like that
contained In the Mt. SterVing plat-
form as an indorsement of any spec-
ial candidate. In the very outset of
the dhicussion by the committee' on
resolutions I made this statement
and indicated my willitigness as a
friend of the president to accept a
disclaimer so far as an intention to
indorse any special candidate, was
concerned Some of the majority
regarded this as wholly unnecessary
because the language, they thought,
needed ho interpretation.
"The roll was called and the Mt.
Sterling plank adopted by a majority
of one, three of the men who voted
'against it stating that they were for
- Taft. When It became apparent that
•there would be a minority report,
the majority members agreed, after
'informal ditimpadon and its order to
secure harnwny. to the insertion of
the superfluoue words, which Mr
!song, of the committee,. had prov-
%deftly indicated would be satisfac-
tory to the minority.
"Ex-Senator Deboe and another
member of the committee voted
against the plank as amended. There
has !Well AO much, Laiaccurate com-
ment on this small matter that I fee
jitetified in making this statement o
facts."
An Unfortunate Man.
"Poor fellow," said a benevolent
woman,. kindly, "what has brought
you to this destitute condition?"
"My wife • mum."
"Your wife! Hoy is that?"
"Well,' you see. mum. I've founr
hee'llreee'llecet--leha: volt- Messed '1
it/ie.-AWL
-Many a disCouraged noun has











































Brief but torrential, the rain that
fell yesterday afternoon here, with
the rains that have fallen above and
below, will scud the rivers up again.
The deer this morning was on a
sand at 28.3. On June 28 last year
lie stage was 10.3. .74 inchets of
rain fell In 40 minutes yesterday.
Henry Kopf, assistant river man-
ager of the West Kentucky Coal com-
peer, is sick.
The Russell Lord has returned
from St. Louis and left this morning
for the Tennessee river after flee for
the Ayer-Lord Tie company.
The Mary M. Michael left this
morning for She Tennessee river af-
ter ties for the Ayer-Lord Tie com-
pany.
The Mary M. Michael left this
morning for the HatchIe *river after
logs for local
It was reported this morning that
F. Gent's showboat has tied up at the
upper end of Owen's island and is
waiting for a towboat to take It up
stream, Once getting to the head of
navigation, it will be no trouble for
Captain Gent to float down.
The Dunbar will not return until
next Wednesday from 'Nashville.
Business was good for the Dunbar
here yesteyday.
The City of Savannah arrived this
morning from the Tennessee river
for.St. Louis, with a good trip.
The Peters Lee will arrive this af-
ternoon from Cincinnati on the dos'
trip to Memphis.
Freight was carried to the Kentuc-
ky all day for the Tennessee river
trip this evening at 6 o'clock.
The Chattanooga will be the pack-
et -Thli - Week from Chattanooga, ar-
riving Sunday . night and leaving
Wednesday at noon.
Winding up the excursion trips to
Cairo, the Dick Fowler left at 6
o'clock this morning for that city and
will return early Sunday morning.
Next Thursday night the Dick Fowler
will run a moonlight excursion for a
local church.
The John leopkins was the Evans-
ville packet this morning.
The City of Saltillo arrive
Mernday or Tuesday from St. Louis
for the Tennessee river.
Official Forecasts.
The Ohio at Evansville and Mt.
Vernon, will continue falling for sev-
eral days. At Paducah. will' continue
rising slowly during the next 12
hours, then fall. At Cairo, no mate-
rial change during the next 24 hours.
The Tennessee at Florence and
Riverton, will continue falling during
the next two days. At Johnsonville,
will begin to fall within 12 hours and
fall tor severe) days.
The Mississippi from Chester to
°afro, and the Wabash at Mt. Carmel,
will continue falling slowly during
the next 24 hours.
Lack of Quicksilver.•
A lake of quicksilver covering an
area of more than three acres and
haring a depth riusging from ten to
fifty feet has been discovered In the
mountains of the state of Vera Cruz,
Mexico. The value of the product is
estimated at millions. This lake has
been known to the Indians for many
generations. It is situated for up In
the mountains in an almost inacces-
sible position. Its surface its partly
covered with stones. It is believed
that volcanic action in the monntains
above swelted the -quicksilver out of
the cinnabar ore and that it ran down
and filled this depression. A tunnel
will be driven 'thrnugh the base of
the mountain and the quicksilver
will be brought down by means of
gravity.-'New York Tribune.
rile Sun want ads. tor results.
COMPARING NOTES
ABOUT DENTAL WORK.
If your teeth require attention-
and you tire looking for ii good mita:
his Dentist, If you comp in nrul con-
sult uft, you will receive eres7 tour.
tesy, and the work done by as will
be done with the utmost care.arui fit
the most scientific way, by . a skill-
141 I7_"'* £4,Omar pr44WPIA- arii-mag -.asodso..
steuF t bent. nork yUlt-lie _thine for.













the greatest of inter-
est. Last, week we
sold 10 yards of 7 1-2c
Lawns for 19c a pat-
tern.
You can't afford to
miss these Un-
knowns or any of the
specials offered for
one hour below, if
you value the prac-
tice of economy.
'One Avur Jpecials 5rom 7:30
to 3:30 Yomorrow 'fight
10 pieces of white ground
embroidered Batiste, a beau-
tiful light weight summer
dress goods, a 25c 1 C
value for - - I C
25 pieces fine mercerized
white goods, one of the best
fabrics made for waists and
suits, a 25c value
for -- - - - 15c
25 doz. Men's Black Lisle
Finished Sox,
a pair - - - - 7C
25 doz. Women's white lisle
finished Vests, with mercer-
ized silk tapes, a 10c 7
value for - . - C
25 doz. good quality Nain-
sook Dress Shields,
a pair - - - - 5c
50,pieces No. 22 good qua'-
ity Taffeta Ribbons, all
colors, a 15c value for - UC
150 Silk Bow Ties,




no 'Charges 'at- Yhese *lees;
